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1. INTRODUCTION
A heat pump is a device that elevates the temperature of a heat flow by means of an energy
input. By doing this the heat pump can cause heat to transfer from a cool region to a warm
one. This approach is used in many common devices such as refrigerators or air conditioners.
For aerospace applications, heat pumps can be used in two cases. The first consists of raising
the temperature of heat energy so that the amount of radiator surface required is reduced. The
second involves situations where heat cannot be directly rejected by radiators, because the
heat sink temperature is higher than that of the heat source.
During future missions to the moon and other planets, the crew and support equipment
will be exposed to more severe thermal environments for longer periods of time. A heat pump
must be used to enable rejection of moderate temperature waste heat to these more severe
environments.
An example of such a situation is the rejection of heat from the lunar surface during lunar
day. The lunar base thermal control system (TCS) will collect waste heat from the crew habitat
at a temperature of about 275°K. Effective radiator temperatures during lunar day are very
high, on the order of 350 to 375°K, due to extensive incident thermal radiation on the radiator
surface. Direct rejection at this elevated temperature is not possible. This problem can be
overcome by the use of a heat pump that will collect heat energy at a suitable temperature for
life support, and raise the temperature of the heat energy to the effective radiator temperature
for rejection to space.
The first step in the development of a heat pump for this application was to determine the
radiator rejection temperature that optimizes the system mass of the TCS to Its lowest possible
value. To do this, curves of system mass versus radiator rejection temperature were generated
for a system capable of rejecting 5 kW of thermal energy. The basic tradeoff examined the
impact of radiator area and power generation masses on radiator temperature.
The analysis showed that the design point is controlled by the radiator area required for
direct heat rejection during lunar night. Then, given this radiator area, the daytime design
point depends only on the coefficient of performance (COP) of the heat pump. A more efficient
heat pump requires less power and allows the fixed radiator to operate at a lower temperature.
The lower radiator operating design temperature results from less compressor power needing to
be rejected as heat. The lower system mass results from the reduced need for power.
For COPs in the range of 45 to 60 percent of Camot efficiency, the optimum lunar noontime
radiator design temperature varies from 381 to 374°K, respectively. Simultaneously, the total
system mass (power supply plus radiators) varies from 1,000 to 810 kg. Figure I shows the
relation between system mass and fraction of Camot COP. The mass penalties applied to this
study were 3.85 kg/m 2 and 25 kg/kW for radiator area and power, respectively.
Analyses of many potential refrigerants were then performed in refrigeration cycles in order
to determine the most efficient heat pump design for the lunar base application. In general,
the analyses showed that many fluids were not suitable because their critical temperatures
were not high enough to allow use at the radiator temperatures considered. Several different
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Figure 1. System mass versus fraction of Carnot cooling COP
fluids were identified, however, that could perform at COPs of 50 percent of Carnot. Tables 1
and 2 show the refrigerants and cycles producing the best results. The highest COP was
obtained through the use of refrigerant CFC-I 1 in a three-stage compression cycle.
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the elements of a three-stage cycle. Compression is performed
over three levels with the discharge gas of the first-stage being the suction gas of the second
and the discharge gas of the second being the suction gas of the third. Cooling of the gas is
Table 1. Single refrigerant cycles
Refrigerant
CFC-11
n-Butane
HCFC-123a
Ammonia
Conficju ration COP % Camot
(th me-stage) 1.41 56
(two-stage) 1.30 52
(two-stage) 1.28 51
(three-stage) 1.24 50
Table 2. Cascaded cycles
Upper Stage Lower Stage
Refrigerant Configuration Refrigerant
Water Two-stage HCF-123a
Ware r Two-stag e A mmo n ia
HCFC-123a Two-stage Ammonia
COP % Camot
1.27 51
1.25 50
1.20 48
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Figure 2. Three-stage refrigeration system with economizer-subcoolers, interstage
liquid injection, and intercooling by bus fluid
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Figure 3. Flow diagram of the lunar heat pump with control points
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providedbetweenstagesto reducethe inlet temperatureof the gasin the secondand third
stagesto preventdamageto the compressors. Intercooling is provided by the use of
economizer-subcoolers that produce interstage cooling gas by subcooling the refrigerant liquid
passing to the evaporator. A liquid-suction heat exchanger is used at the evaporator to prevent
wet--compression in the first-stage. For off-design operation, direct rejection of heat to the
thermal bus is possible at the second-stage discharge.
Multiple compressors are used in each stage to provide a means of capacity control and for
operating redundancy. This approach is referred to as multiplexing. In a multiplexed system,
the number of compressors operating at any given time is chosen to match the capacity of the
compressors with the thermal rejection load. Compressors are controlled by on/off cycling, or
in the more advanced version suggested here, variable speed operation of several of the
compressors can also be employed for finer control.
System control must also be applied to compensate for the large variation in condensing
temperature seen over the lunar day. The impact of this change is shown in Figure 4. Three
stages of compression are needed for heat rejection during the time period of approximately
0 to 40 deg of lunar noon. From 40 to 70 deg, the condensing temperature drops to the point
where only two stages are needed, while from 70 deg to the beginning of lunar night, one stage
of compression is adequate. At the points of 40 and 70 deg, the control consists simply of
turning off all compressors associated with either the third or second-stages, respectively.
Heat pump start up is the reverse of this process. Initial operation is in the single stage mode
until the condensing temperature reaches the point where two-stage compression is required.
Full three-stage operation is reached as the condensing temperature rises further to its
maximum value.
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Efforts for the development of the High-Lift heat pump were then turned to design and
fabricate a prototype unit for use in the NASA Johnson Life Support Systems Integration
Facility (LSSIF). The LSSIF is operated by NASA Johnson to provide system-level integration,
operational test experience, and performance data that will enable NASA to develop flight-
certified hardware for future planetary missions.
The design criteria for the LSSIF heat pump consisted of the following:
Maximum and minimum heat rejection loads from the internal thermal control system
(ITCS) of 1 and 5 kW, respectively. Heat rejection is accomplished by removing heat
from a glycol-water loop operating at a flow rate of 0.22 kg/s.
* The outlet temperature from the heat pump of the ITCS glycol-water loop must be
maintained at 4°C +1.7°C.
Heat is rejected from the heat pump using an external thermal control system (ETCS)
that consists of a glycol-water loop operating at an inlet temperature ranging from -8 to
88°C and a flow rate of 0.57 kg/s.
° The heat pump must be capable of operating in a direct rejection mode when the ETCS
temperature is less than the 4°C outlet temperature of the ITCS.
The heat pump designed and fabricated for this application has all of the functional
characteristics of the unit designed for the lunar base. The heat pump employs two stages of
compression with an economizer for intercooling and liquid subcooling. Both stages of
compression are multiplexed with three and five compressors in the first and second-stage,
respectively. The heat pump is designed to operate in either one or two stages, depending
upon the ETCS rejection temperature. All control modes called for in the lunar base unit can
be tested and demonstrated with the I_SIF prototype.
Several major differences exist between the lunar base and LSSIF heat pumps. The LSSIF
unit employs refrigerant HCFC-123, while CFC-I 1 was chosen for the lunar base system.
CFC--11 is an ozone depleting chemical (ODC) that is no longer in production. Only two stages
of compression were needed for the LSSIF unit because the maximum rejection temperature
was lower than for the lunar base application (90°C versus 108°C). Also, a liquid-suction heat
exchanger was not employed on the LSSIF unit because of low-side pressure drop limitations
which were set by compressor cooling requirements. The immediate substitute refrigerant is
HCFC-123. All components of the prototype are commercially available, rather than flight-
qualified hardware. The use of commercial grade hardware allows the heat pump to be tested
and reconfigured inexpensively. Changes to the prototype can be made without the
engineering and certification efforts associated with flight-quallfied equipment.
The development of the high-lift heat pump took place over a three-phase program. In
Phase I, the design criteria of the lunar base unit were defined and a conceptual design of the
heat pump was formulated. The prototype unit for the LSSIF was designed in detail in
Phase II. In Phase III, the subject of this report, fabrication and testing of the prototype were
undertaken.
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2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
2.1 Heat Pump Cycle and State Points
The prototype high-lift heat pump employs a vapor compression refrigeration cycle as
shown in Figure 5. The refrigerant used in the heat pump is HCFC-123, which has a high
enough critical temperature to allow heat rejection by two-phase condensing to a 88°C (190°F)
heat sink. The heat pump employs two stages of compression with intercooling when the ETCS
is above a temperature of 38°C (100°F). At cooling loop temperatures below 38°C [ 100°F), the
second-stage of compression is turned off and only the first-stage compressors are employed.
For two-stage operation, an economizer heat exchanger is used for a combination of
lntercooling and subcooling of refrigerant liquid prior to entry in the evaporator. The state
point pressures and temperatures in the diagram refer to operation of the heat pump at the
design condition of ETCS cooling loop temperature of 88°C ( 190°F}.
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2.2 Heat Pump Flow Diagram
Figure 6 shows the flow diagram for the high-lift heat pump. The evaporator consists of
two direct expansion heat exchangers with the evaporating refrigerant on one side of the
exchanger and the ITCS water-glycol mixture on the other. Operation of the heat exchangers
consists of first direct expansion of the refrigerant in a control valve prior to entry into the heat
exchangers. The flow of refrigerant is split between the two heat exchangers and manual
valves are available at the entrance of each heat exchanger to balance flow if necessary. The
water-glycol mixture flows through the exchangers in series to cool the liquid to the final
temperature.
The evaporated refrigerant flows from the evaporator to the suction of the first-stage
compressors. Three compressors are employed, one is equipped with variable-speed capability.
The compressors are operated on the basis of suction pressure. The two fixed-speed
compressors are cycled on and off, while the variable speed unit is operated in the speed range
of 50 to 125 percent, in order to maintain the suction pressure at the set point value.
In single stage operation, the discharge of the first-stage compressors is piped directly to
the condenser where the ETCS cooling loop is used to condense the refrigerant. The liquid
refrigerant then retums to the evaporator.
In two--stage operation, the discharge of the first-stage compressors is piped to the suction
of the second-stage compressors. At the suction manifold, the gas from the economizer is
combined with the first-stage discharge gas and is used to cool the gas to a temperature
acceptable to the second-stage compressors. The five second-stage compressors are operated
continuously. The discharge gas from these compressors is sent to the condenser.
The liquid refrigerant flows from the condenser and passes through the economizer prior to
entry in the evaporator. At the economizer, a portion of the liquid flow is split from the main
flow and is expanded through a control valve. The liquid and vapor from this expansion is
passed through one side of the economizer and is fully evaporated in order to subcool the
remainder of the refrigerant liquid going to the evaporator. The gas generated at the
economizer is added to the second-stage suction.
Temperature control of the ITCS liquid loop is achieved by the use of a flow control valve
that bypasses a portion of the liquid flow around the evaporator. The final temperature of the
liquid is controlled by monitoring the outlet temperature and comparing that to the set point of
a proportional-integral-differential (PID) controller that posiUons the bypass valve.
A direct heat exchange mode is also available when the temperature of the ETCS loop is
below 0°C (32°F). The heat pump is shut down and the ITCS flow is sent to the direct heat
exchanger where heat Is removed from the ITCS loop directly to the ETCS loop. Outlet control
temperature is achieved using the same bypass flow control valve described previously.
Further control of the ETCS liquid flow is available when the ITCS bypass is too low to
maintain final outlet temperature above 2.2°C (36°F). At this point the ETCS flow is bypassed
around the direct heat exchanger until the ITCS liquid temperature is above 3.3°C (38°F). This
condition can occur when the ETCS temperature is below 0°C (32°F) and the ETCS load is
small. At this point, the amount of water by-passed by the ITCS control valve is not large
enough to maintain the outlet temperature at the desired minimum value.
2.3 Heat Pump Components
Table 3 contains a list of all major components found in the high-lift heat pump. Table 4
lists the instrumentation employed on the heat pump.
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Table 3. High-l_t heat pump parts list
SOV-HTL-057 COOLING WATER SOLENOID VALVE ATKOMATIC (15458-G] 1500 PSIG, 5©O'F
SOV-HTL-OS6 COOLING WATER SOLENOID VALVE ATKOMATIC (!54-41] 1500 PSIG, 500'F
CV-HTL-O52 COOLING WATER CHECK VALVE
HX-HTL 051 DIRECT HEAT EXCHANGER
HX-HTL 498
_HX-HTL-O49A
EVAPORATOR 2
*SH-HTL-044
SH-HTL-043SH-HTL-042
EVAPORATOR I
HX-HTL-047 ECONOMIZER --
HX-HTL-046 CONDENSOR
SH-HTL-045 COMPRESSOR 8 SUMP HEATER
COMPRESSOR 7 SUM _ HEATER
COMPRESSOR 6 SUMP HEATER
COMPRESSOR 5 SUMP HEATER
S_-HTL-O4J COMPRESSOR 4 SUMP HEATER
SOPER[OR (805C-t4S) 500 PSIG
FLATPLATE [P6400-14) 450 PSIG
FLATPLATE [PS600-60)
FLATPLATE (PS600-60
FLATPLATE (PS400-10
450 PSIG
450 PSIG
450 PSIG
FLATPLATE (PS600-60) 450 PSIG
KLIXON (14614HI6-400 37 WATTS
KL[XON (14614H16-400
KLIXON (14614HI6-400
KLIXON (14614HI6-400
KL_XON (14614HI6-400
S_-HTL-040 COMPRESSOR 3 SUMP HEATER MARS (3240)
[:SH-HTL-039
SH-HTL-038
COMPRESSOR 2 SUMP HEATER
COMPRESSOR i SOMP HEATER
t
iHV-HTL-035 BALL VALVE
MV-HTL-034 ECONOMIZER EXPANSION VALVE
"MV-HTL 33 LIOUID INJECTION VALVE AND CONTROLLER
SG-HTL-032 REFRIGERANT SIGHT GLASS
! :-HTL-O31
R-HTL-03O
,MV-HTL-029
CV-HTL-OZ8
LIOUID FILTER
RECEIVER
BALL VALVE
STAGE 2 BYPASS CHECK VALVE
CHECK VALVE
STAGE 2 CHECK VALVE
STAGE 2 CHECK VALVE
STAGE 2 CHECK VALVE
STAGE 2 CHECK VALVE
STAGE 2 CHECK VALVE
COMPRESSOR 8 OIL SEPARATOR
CV-HTL-027
CV-HTL-026
CV-HTL-O25
CV-HTL-024
CV-HTL-023
CV-HTL-022
MARS (3240)
MARS (3240)
BUTTERBALL (BB2)
37 WATTS
37 WATTS
37 WATTS
37 WATTS
86 WATTS
86 WATTS
:86 WATTS
175 PSI
iALCO [XB-IOI9-1/2-1B
SPORLAN (YIO37-FV-_/3) 500 PSIG
PARKER [35493} 500 PSIG
SPORLAN (C-305-5)
STANDARD (UR-2O]
SUPERIOR (590-14ST }
SUPERIOR (805C-t4S}
SUPERIOR (805C-i4S)
SUPERIOR (8038-10S)
SUPERIOR (803B-IOS)
SUPERIOR (8038-105)
COS-HTL-02_
COS-NTL-020
COS-HTL-OI9
COS-H'[L-OI8
COS-HTL-OI7
COM_-HTL-OI6
COMPRESSOR 7
COMPRESSOR 6
COMPRESSOR 5
COMPRESSOR 4
SECOND STAGE
SECOND STAGE
SECOND STAGE
OIL SEPARATOR
OIL SEPARATOR
OIL SEPARATOR
OIL SEPARATOR
ROTARY COMPRESSOR 8
ROTARY COMPRESSOR 7
ROTARY COMPRESSOR 6
SUPERIOR (8038-10S)
SUPERIOR (8036-I05]
AC&R (55181)
AC&R (SBt8t)
AC&R (SSIB_)
AC&R (S5_8_)
AC&R CS5181)
COM_-HTL-OIS
t COMP-HTL-OI4
I COMD-HTL-013
COMP-HTL-OI2
i F-HTL-OIIMV-HTL-010
CV-HTL-O09
CV-HTL-O08
CV-HTL-O07
SECOND STAGE ROTARY COMPRESSOR S
COS-HTL-O06
SECOND STAGE ROTARY COMPRESSOR 4
STAGE 2 SUCTION FILTER
STAGE 2 BYPASS VALVE
STAGE i CHECK VALVE
STAGE I CHECK VALVE
STAGE I CHECK VALVE
COMPRESSOR 3 OIL SEPARATOR
MARS (22545)
MARS (22545)
MAR5 (22545)
MARS (22545)
MARS [22545)
SPORLAN (SF-289-T
SPORLAN (807B)
SUPERIOR (8036- t0S]
SUPERIOR (803B-I05)
SUPERIOR (803B-t05}
AC&R (S5_85)
ICOMP-HTL-O0_
I RE=. DES
500 PSIG
500 PSIG
TRANE (CSHS-093;
t TRANE (CSHS-093)
TRANE [CSHS-O93)
M'= G./P.N
500 PSIG
500 PSIG
500 PSIG
500 PSIG
500 PSIG
500 PSIG
500 PSIG
450 PSIG
450 PSIG
450 PSIG
450 PSIG
450 PSlG
405 PS[G, 250"F
405 PSIG, 250'F
405 PSIG, 250 'r
405 PSIG, 250'F
405 PSIG, 250'F
400 PSIG
300 PSIG
500 PSIG
500 PSIG
500 PSIG
450 PSIG
COS-HTL-O05 COMPRESSOR 2 OIL SEPARATOR AC&R (65185) 450 PSIG
:OS-HTL-O04 COMPRESSOR ! OIL SEPARATOR AC&R ($5185) 450 PSIO
COMP-HTL-O03 FIRST STAGE SCROLL COMPRESSOR 3 350 _SIG
COMP-HTL-OOZ FIRST STAGE SCROLL COMPRESSOR 2 350 PSIG
FIRST STAGE SCROLL COMPRESSOR I 350 PSIG
DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATION
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@Table 3. High-l_ft heat pump parts list (continued)
FM-HTL-F02 FLOW METER GH FLOW AUTOMATION
RTD-HTL-T20 FIRST STAGE SUCTION (RTD) MINCO
RTD-HTL-TI9 ECONOMIZER LIQUID IN (RTD) MINCO
RTD-HTL-TI8 ETCS-DIRECT HX INLET (RTD) MINCO
RTD-HTL-TI6 ITCS-DIRECT HX INLET (RTO) MINCO
RTD-HTL-TI5 ITCS-HEAT PUMP OUTLET (RTO) MINCO
RTO-HTL-TI4 ITCS-EVAPORATOR OUTLET (RTD)
RTD-HTL-TI3 ITCS-EVAPORATOR INLET'[RTO)
RTD-HTL-TI2 ETCS-CONDENSER INLET (RTOI
RTD-HTL-TII COMPRESSOR 6 DISCHARGE (RTD)
RTD-HTL-TIO COMPRESSOR I DISCHARGE (RTO_
RTD-HTL-T09 ECONOMIZER VAPOR OUT (R_Q)
RTD-HTL-TO8 ECONOMIZER LIQUID OUT (RTD)
RTD-HTL-T07 EVAP 2 SUCTION (RTD)
RTD-HTL-T06 CONDENSER OUTLET (RTD)
RTD-HTL-T05 CONDENSER INLET (RTD)
RTD-HTL-T04 SECOND STAGE DISCHARGE (RTD)
RTD-HTL-T03 FIRST STAGE DISCHARGE (RTD)
RTD-MTL-T21 EVAP ! SUCTION (RTD)
RTD-HTL-TOt
HV-HTL-097
HV-HTL-096
HV-HTL-095
HV-HTL-Og4
HV-HTL-Og3
RV-HTL-092
RV-HTL-091
CV-HTL-090
SOV-HTL-089
1
ITCS-OIRECT HX OUTLET (RTD)
]TCS-OUTLET VALVE
MINCO
MINCO
MINCO
MINCO
O- IO0"F
O-200"F
0-250"F
O-IOO'F
O-IOO'F
O-rOO°F
O-IO0"F
! O-250"F
50-300"F
MINCO 50-300"F
MINCO O-200"F
MINCO
MINC0
MINC0
MINC0
MINC0
MINCO
MINCO
MINCO
JONES (02-G-GA)
O-200"F
0200"F
0-200"F
0200"F
50-300"F
50-500"F
0 100"F
O-100'F
350 PSIG
ITCS INLET VALVE JONES (02-G-GA) 350 PStG
ETCS OUTLET VALVE JONES (02-G-GA) 350 PSIG
ETCS INLET VALVE JONES (02-G-GA) 350 PSIG
BALANCE VALVE-EVAPORATOR 2 NUPRO (SSBBW) I00 PSI _ IO0'F
RELIEF VALVE ,PARKER (H2) 200 PSIG
RELIEF VALVE :REFRIG. MANU. CO. (A01691) 150 PSIG
RELIEF VALVE CHECK VALVE SUPERIOR (805C-14S) B00 PSIG
ECONOMIZER SOLENIOD VALVE SPORLAN (E3SI20) 500 PSI
MV-HTL-O8B
HV-HTL-087
SOV-HTL-086
HV-HTL-O84
MV-HTL-OB3
PRV-HTL 082
CV-HTL-OBI
PRV-HTL-OBO
EVAPORATOR EXPANSION VALVE
BALANCE VALVE-EVAPORATOR I
REFRIGERANT SOLENOID VALVE
BALL VALVE
COOLING WATER BYPASS VALVE
NUPRO (SSBBW)
NUPRO (SSBBW]
SPORLAN (MEI45250)
I00 PSI e 100'F
IO0 PSI O 100'F
500
BUTTERBALL (BB2) 175
DRAGON (PIOF751 IT) 600
PARKER (A9) 400
SUPERIOR {803B-IOS) 500
PARKER (ABA) 450
REFRIGERANT FORWARD-PRESSURE REGULATOR
REFRIGERANT CHECK VALVE
REFRIGERANT BACK-PRESSURE REGULATOR
PSl
PSI
PSI
PSIG
PSIG
PSIG
PT-HTL-P07 EXPANSION VALVE INLET (ANALOG) SETRA (280E)
PT-HTL-P06 CONDENSER OUTLET (ANALOG) SETRA (280E)
PT-HTL-PO5 CONDENSER INLET (ANALOG) SETRA (280E)
PT-HTL-P04 SECOND STAGE INLET (ANALOG) SETRA (280E)
PT-HTL-P03 FIRST STAGE DISCHARGE (ANALOG) SETRA (280E)
pTIHTLIpOB RECEIVER (ANALOG) SETRA (280E)
PT-HTL-POI FIRST STAGE SUCTION SETRA (2BOE)
HV-HTL-IV7 ISOLATION VALVE HENRY (6471A)
HV-HTL-]V6 ISOLATION VALVE HENRY {6471A}
HV-HTL-IV5 ISOLATION VALVE HENRY (6471A)
HV-HTL-IV4 ISOLATION VALVE HENRY (6471A)
HV~HTL-IV3 ISOLATION VALVE HENRY (6471A/
HV-HTL-IVl ISOLATION VALVE HENRY (6471A)
MV-HTL-061 CHILLED WATER BYPASS VALVE DRAGON (PlOF7SIrT)
REF. DES. DESCRIPTION MFG./P.N.
0-100 PStG
0-100 PSIG
0-100 PSIG
O-IO0 PSIG
0-100 PSIG
0 lOG PSIG
0100 PSIG
450 PSIG
450 PSIG
450 PSIG
450 PSIG
450 PSiO
450 PSIG
600 PSI
SPECIFICATION
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Table 4. High-l_t heat pump instrument list
INSTRUMENT NUMBER MEASUREMENT TYPE
TEMPERATURE
T1 ITCS - DIRECT HX OUTLET RTD
T2 EVAP 1 SUCTION RTD
T3 FIRST-STAGE DISCHARGE RTD
T4 S ECOND-STAGE DISCHARGE RTD
T5 CONDENSER INLET RTD
T6 CONDENSER OUTLET RTD
T7 EVAP2 SUCTION RTD
T8 ECONOMIZER LIQUID OUT RTD
T9 ECONOMIZER VAPOR OUT RTD
T10 COMPRESSOR 1 DISCHARGE RTD
T11 COMPRESSOR 6 DISCHARGE RTD
T12 ETCS- CONDENSER OUTLET RTD
T13 ITCS - EVAPORATOR INLET RTD
T14 ITCS- EVAPORATOR OUTLET RTD
T15 ITCS- HEAT PUMP OUTLET RTD
T16 ITCS- DIRECT HX INLET RTD
T17 ETCS- CONDENSER INLET RTD
T18 ETCS - DIRECT HX INLET RTD
T19 ECONOMIZER LIQUID IN RTD
T20 FIRST-STAGE SUCTION RTD
PRESSURE
P1 FIRST-STAGE SUCTION ANALOG
P2 RECEIVER ANALOG
P3 FIRST-STAGE DISCHARGE ANALOG
P4 SECOND-STAGE DISCHARGE ANALOG
P5 CONDENSER INLET ANALOG
P6 CONDENSER OUTLET ANALOG
P7 EXPANSION VALVE INLET ANALOG
POWER
TOTAL HEAT PUMPWl ANALOG
2.3. I Compressors
The first-stage consists of three Trane CSH5-093 scroll-type compressors. The second-
stage consists of five Mars 22545 rotary piston compressors. The minimum number of
compressors required in each stage is determined by the design mass flow rate based on
comparisons of capacity charts and expected operating conditions. These are best estimates as
actual capacity charts for R-123 do not yet exist for most commercially available compressors.
Both scroll and rotary piston machines are used because they are less susceptible to damage
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from liquid slugging or wet compression compared with other compressor types. At least three
compressors per stage are required to provide reasonable redundancy and control for a ground
test system, and to conform to standard commercial practice. Redundancy requirements for a
space or planetary based system will not be met by this system, as it is expected all seven
compressors will be required for operation at the maximum design load. However, off-design
condiUons should permit selective compressor isolation if maintenance or repair is required.
Three first-stage compressors are actually used to meet the minimum flow requirements,
the redundancy requirements for commercial level reliability, and the flow variability to allow
reasonable load following over the entire operating range. One of the first-stage compressors is
capable of variable speed control. The other two require on/off operaUon only. None of the
first-stage compressors requires unloading capability, neither partial nor full. The compressor
control scheme is described in a separate section of this report.
Five second-stage compressors are used to meet the minimum flow requirements, the
redundancy requirements for commercial level rellabflity, and the flow variability to allow
reasonable load following over the entire operating range. Each compressor is either on or off.
No unloading or speed variaUon is required with these compressors. Five compressors
operaUng in on/off mode will yield 20 percent load increments for the second-stage.
Each first stage compressor, operates on 208 Vac, three-phase power, and each second-
stage compressor operates on 208 Vac single phase power.
2.3.2 Oil Separation and Separators
Each compressor discharge has its own oil separator. These are commercial grade, cyclone
type similar to the Simons 5000 Series of separator. Each separator has its own return lines to
its corresponding compressor sump. The first and second-stage separators are not
interchangeable due to the different flow and pressure ratings.
2.3.3 Compressor Sump Heaters
Each compressor has a sump heater in order to prevent refrigerant condensaUon when it is
shut down. Condensation can cause liquid slugging and excess power surges upon
compressor start-up. Each heater is commercial grade, wraparound type of at least 50W
rating, similar to the Mars model 3240 sump heater.
2.3.4 Heat Exchangers
Five heat exchangers are used in the LSSIF high-lift heat pump system as shown in
Table 5. They are all of similar construction, using brazed parallel plates to maximize heat
transfer while minimizing size, weight and cost.
Capacity numbers shown in Table 5 represent the maximum design heat transfer rates
expected. To ensure the design point of 5 kW of cooling could be met, each heat exchanger was
oversized by approximately 30 percent to account for system development uncertainty. The
direct heat exchanger was sized to provide 6.5 kW of cooling when the water inlet temperature
is at or below 35°F.
The evaporator consists of two Flat Plate Inc., Model FP5X20-20, plate-fin heat exchangers.
The evaporator is single phase water on one side and two-phase HCFC-123 on the other side.
It absorbs heat from the chilled water loop, that simulates the habitat cooling loop, and
transfers it to the refrigeraUon cycle, boiling the refrigerant in the process.
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Table 5. Heat exchanger descriptions
Heat Exchanger
1. Evaporator(2 HXs)
2. Economizer
3. Direct
4. Condenser
Heat Transfer
Capacity (Btu/hr) Type
22,185 Btu/hr Parallel Plate
6.5 kW (combined)
Fluids FIu ids
Hot Side Cold Side
H20
(15% Glycol)
R-123
6,995 Btu/hr Parallel Plate R-123 R-123
2.05 kW
22,185 Btu/hr ParallelPlate H20 H20
6.5 kW (15% Glycol) (50% Glycol)
38,942 Btu/hr Parallel Plate R-123 H20
11.41 kW (50% Glycol)
The economizer heat exchanger is a Flat Plate Inc., Model FP5X20-8, plate-fin heat
exchanger. It is a single phase liquid to two-phase refrigerant =flash" evaporator. Refrigerant
condensate is routed from its loop, undergoes a pressure drop through the economizer control
valve, flashing to vapor, and is injected into the second-stage suction stream. This cools the
second-stage suction vapor to prevent overheating of the second-stage compressor motor
windings.
The condenser is a Flat Plate Inc., Model FP5X12-80, plate-fin heat exchanger. The
evaporator is single phase water (50 percent Glycol) on one side and two-phase HCFC-123 on
the other side. It transfers heat from the HCFC-123 vapor, condensing it in the process, to the
reJection loop.
The direct heat exchanger is a Fiat Plate Inc., Model FP5X12-30, plate-fin heat exchanger.
It is a liquid to liquid heat exchanger that transfers heat directly from the chilled water loop to
the rejection loop when vapor compression heat pumping is not required.
2.3.5 Check Valves
Each compressor has a check valve at its discharge to prevent high pressure back flow
when shutdown. The second-stage branch of compressors also has a separate check valve to
prevent back flow into the stage when it, only, is shutdown. This check valve is redundant
with the four compressor discharge check valves. The second-stage bypass line has a check
valve to prevent back flow to the first-stage. All check valves are commercial grade.
2.3.6 Filters
There is a vapor filter at the suction to the second-stage compressors and a liquid filter/
drier at the receiver discharge. These filters are standard refrigeration components.
2.3.7 Receiver
A liquid refrigerant receiver is located downstream of the condenser. Its purpose is to store
high pressure condensed refrigerant, and is used specifically to accommodate different
operating charges in the evaporator and condenser during varying load conditions. The
receiver comes with its own outlet isolation valve. This valve used in conjunction with the
condenser isolation ball valve is used to isolate the refrigerant in the high pressure side of the
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heatpump,andawayfrom mostmajor components,to allowmaintenanceon themajor
componentswithout removingthe refrigerantcharge.
2.3.8 Bypass Valves
Three way, two position solenoid operated valves are placed in the chilled water supply and
retum lines to divert chilled water from the evaporator to the direct heat exchanger. These
valves are commercial grade and allow full system flow to either the evaporator or direct heat
exchanger. They also isolate chilled water flow to the bypassed heat exchanger. These valves
and their function work in unison with the condenser rejection loop working fluid bypass
valves so that chilled water and rejection loop working fluid flows will be either fully to the
direct heat exchanger or fully to the evaporator or condenser.
Three way, two position solenoid operated valves are placed in the rejection loop supply and
return lines to divert the rejection loop working fluid from the condenser to the direct heat
exchanger. These valves are commercial grade and allow full system flow to either the
condenser or direct heat exchanger. They also isolate rejection working fluid flow to the
bypassed heat exchanger. These valves and their function shall work in unison with the
evaporator chilled water bypass valves so that chilled water and rejection loop working fluid
flows will be either fully to the direct heat exchanger or fully to the evaporator or condenser.
A three way, two position solenoid operated valve is used to divert first stage discharge gas
around the second-stage compressors when they are not required.
2.3.9 Control Valves
All control valves are proportional type. Each valve will perform its control function
independently based on a monitored temperature and local controller.
The controllers modulating refrigerant flow into the evaporator will adjust flow rate
depending on outlet temperature; approximately 2.8°C of superheat will be maintained. The
actual temperature will depend on heat exchanger pressure. The superheat is determined from
evaporator pressure and outlet temperature readings which are evaluated by the central
controller. The controller then sends a superheat value to the local controller that actuates the
evaporator control valve.
The economizer control valve regulates the "flashing" of refrigerant condensate to the
second-stage compressor suction in order to control second-stage compressor temperatures to
within safe operating limits, protecting motor windings and avoiding lubricate breakdown. This
process is supplemented by the liquid injection system.
The liquid injection control valve controls a relatively small liquid flow from the relatively
cool liquid return line to be injected into the first-stage discharge/second-stage suction line.
This liquid flow mixes with the first-stage vapor, evaporating, to cool the second-stage suction.
Cooling the second-stage suction helps control second-stage compressor temperatures to
within safe operating limits, protecting motor windings and avoiding lubrication breakdown.
The liquid injection has an adverse effect on heat pump COP and is only used intermittently
when economizer flow is inadequate to control second-stage suction temperature.
The chilled water loop control valve bypasses water around the evaporator to maintain a
post-mlxed stream temperature of 4°C +1.7°C. If the control valve cannot maintain the desired
temperature range, it will:
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1. Divert all water throughthe evaporatorif the outlet temperatureis greaterthan 5.7°C.
2. Completelybypassthe evaporatorif theoutlet temperatureis lessthan 2.3°C.
Thedirectheatexchangercontrolvalveoperates4°Cto 1.7°C,to control thetemperatureof
the chilledwater,but will bypassrejectionwateraround the directheatexchangerin orderto
doso. This is becauserejectionwater canbeaslow as-8°C,and, if chilledwater is bypassed,
the lowerchilledwaterflow rates,coupledwith verylow temperaturesin the rejectionwater
loop,couldpresenta freezingcondition. In the eventthat thevalvecannotmaintain the
desiredtemperature,it will:
I. Divert all rejectionwater to the directexchangerif the chilledwateroutlet temperature
is greaterthan 5.7°C.
2. Completelybypassthedirectheatexchangerif the outlet temperatureis less than
2.3°C.
2.3.10 Isolation Valves
Isolation valves at the exit of the receiver and inlet of the condenser are supplied in order to
isolate the refrigerant charge from the rest of the system to allow maintenance.
2.3.11 Skid
The skid will be capable of supporting 1500 Ib by fork lift lifting points. Its construction is
mild steel and fastening is by welding. Its foot print is 120 cm x 182 cm. Figure 7 shows the
skid details.
2.4 System Temperatures and Pressures
The high-lift heat pump is designed to remove a thermal load from the ITCS loop of
between 1.0 and 5.0 kW. The heat pump can maintain the outlet temperature of the ITCS at
4°C +1.7°C (39°F +3°F) over this load range for either direct cooling or heat pump modes.
Direct cooling is operated when the ETCS entering fluid temperature falls between -8.3 and
0°C (17 and 32°F). The heat pump is operated when the ETCS liquid temperature rises above
0°C (32°F). The heat pump operates in first-stage until the condenser pressure is greater than
150 kPa (22 psia). The second-stage is operated up to an ETCS inlet temperature of 88°C
(190°F). The heat pump can be stopped and restarted at any point in its operation, however, it
is not recommended to start the heat pump when the ETCS inlet temperature is greater than
54°C (130°F). If the ETCS temperature is above this value, heat pump restart should be
delayed until the ETCS loop cools. The heat pump controller wlll start the heat pump in either
direct cooling, single stage, or two--stage mode depending upon the values of the ETCS inlet
temperature and the condenser pressure. The controller will delay restart of the heat pump
15 rain after it is stopped.
Table 6 gives the estimated values of significant temperatures and pressures that will be
seen during operation.
2.5 Electrical Diagram
Appendix A contains the complete electrical diagram for the high-lift heat pump.
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Table 6. High-l_ft heat pump operating temperatures and pressures
Temperature _C (°F)
Location Nominal Maximum Minimum
ITCS
Heat Pump Inlet
Heat Pump Outlet
ETCS
Heat Pump Inlet
Direct Mode
Heat Pump
Heat Pump Restart
First-Stage
Second-Stage
Refrigerant
First-Stage Superheat
First-Stage Discharge
Second-Stage Suction
Second-Stage Discharge
Refrigerant Pressure kPa (psia)
First-Stage Suction
Single Stage Operation
Second-Stage Suction
Second-Stage Discharge
13 to 5 (55 to 41) 27 (80) 2 (36)
6 to 2 (43 to 36) 18 (65) 1 (33)
-8 to 1.7 (17 to 35)
1.7 to 88 (35 to 190)
0.6 to 5.6 (1 to 10)
49 to 116 (120 to 240)
16 to 79 (60 to 175)
49 to 104 (120 to 220)
25.8 to 28.6 (3.8 to 4.3)
54.4 to 149.6 (8.0 to 22.0)
40.8 to 149.6 (6.0 to 22.0)
136.0 to 714 (20.0 to 105.0)
1.7 (35) -8 (17)
90 (195) 1.7 (35)
38 (100)
54 (130)
11 (20) 0
135 (275) 38 (100)
104 (220) 2 (35)
116 (240) 38 (100)
6S.0 (10.0) 10.2 (1.5)
183.6 (27.0) 27.2 (4.0)
183.6 (27.0) 20.4 (3.0)
748 (I 10.0) 54.4 (8.0)
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3. AUTOMATED CONTROLS
Automatic controls were developed for the high lift heat pump so that it could be run with
minimal human monitoring and intervention.
The heat pump is not controlled by a Single piece of equipment. A GE Fanuc Series 9030
PLC controller performs the majority of the data acquisition and control actions; however,
several closed-looped, self-learning PID controllers supervise the function of select system
valves. These individual controllers were used because of their expected suitability for this
application, as well as to reduce PLC software complexity, minimizing development and
troubleshooting costs of that system. Their operation is explained in subsection 2.3.9.
Tables 7 and 8 contain lists of the system control actions used to operate the high lift heat
pump in the automatic mode. As seen in the tables, some are performed by the GE Fanuc
software, whereas others are not. In these cases, the table further identifies the equipment
Table 7. Water systems control
Fanuc
Control Action Controlled? Comments
ITCS Inlet Temperature ('1"16) No Control extemal to heat pump.
ITCS FinalOutlet Temperature, No
Heat Pump Mode (T15)
ITCS Final Outlet Temperature,
Direct HX Mode (T15)
ITCS Evaporator Outlet
Temperature (T14)
No
Yes
FTCSDirect HX Outlet No
Temperature (1"1)
ITCS Flow Rate No
ETCS Inlet Temperature No
(T17 orT18)
ETCS Outlet Temperature No
(rl 2)
ETCS Flowto DHXor Yes
Condenser
ETCS Flow Rate No
PID closed-loop controller operating inlet/outlet
mixingvalve, setpoint adjustable on electrical
panel. Fanuc drops compressors if outlet
temperature falls below lower limit.
Same PID controller as in heat pump mode,
however, Fanuc cuts out ETCS flow if
temperatures drop below lower limit.
Regulated by controlling evaporatorpressure in
acceptable range; allows pressure to float high if
outlet watertemperature is too cold.
PID closed-loop controller bypasses ETCS water
if ITCS water temperature drops too low.
Control extemal to heat pump.
Control extemal to heat pump.
Not controlled; temperature risedictated by heat
pump rejection requirements.
Controls solenoids; decision based on ETCS
inlet water temperature.
Control extemal to heat pump.
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Table 8. Refrigeration system control
Fanuc
Co ntrol Action Co ntrolled ? Co mments
Evaporator Pressure (P1) Yes By means of compressorcontrol.
Second-Stage Suction Pressure No
(P4)
Condenser Pressure (P5) No
Evaporator Refrigerant Flow Rate No
Liquid Refrigerant to Evaporator Yes
Economizer Refrigerant Flow No
Rate
Liquid Refrigerant to Economizer
Second-Stage Discharge Gas
Control
Heat Pump First and Second-
Stage Control
Yes
Yes
Yes
First-Stage Compressor Control Yes
Second-Stage Compressor Yes
Control
Heat Pump Start/Stop Cycle
Heat Pump Emergency Stop
No
No
Not controlled; floats depending on lift
requirement (but could be controlled).
Not controlled; floats depending on ETCS
water inlet temperature.
PID Closed-Loop Controller (superheat
calculated, and signal provided, by Fanuc).
Fanuc controls solenoid on discharge of liquid
receiver.
Mechanicalthermal expansion valve (TXV)
controls using economizeroutlet superheat
(T20).
Fanuc controls solenoid on economizer inlet.
Fanuc controls bypass solenoid.
Fanuc controls starting/stopping of first and
second-stage as required based on pressures.
Fanuc cycles compressors on/off, and speed of
Comp 3, to maintain evaporator suction
pressure and ITCS evaporatoroutlet
temperature.
On/off only.
Manually controlled at electrical panel.
Manually initiated at electrical panel.
performing the action as appropriate. Controls identified as being regulated by the Fanuc
automatic control can also be manually overridden by use of on/off switches inside the
electrical panel (one of the Fanuc modules). However, this mode is recommended only for
troubleshooting and initial system checkout.
3. I GE Fanuc Control Prok_'am Functions
The previous subsection summarized the actions required for control of the water systems
and refrigeration system for automatic operation of the hlgh lift heat pump. The contribution
of the Fanuc in providing these functions was also identified. It executes these functions by
performing all of the following:
• Determines the state in which the heat pump should operate.
• Adjusts system capacity to ensure loads varying between l to 5 kW are met, with a final
outlet temperature ranging between 2.3 to 5.7°C.
2O
• Performstransition actionsbetweenrequiredstatesin anorderly,safemanner.
• Records,stores,andacts on system temperatures and pressures, as appropriate.
. Works in conjunction with other system controls, and in some cases, overrides these
control to ensure setpoints are met.
• Provides communications with the AI_SIF system supervisory controller.
• Provides a manually controlled option for troubleshooting and system checkout.
3.2 Control Program Operation
3.2.1 Automatic Cycle Control
The heat pump automatic control system must first be started from the electrical panel by
depressing the "Start Cycle" button. This enables the software to begin the control actions for
which it is responsible. Once activated, It will continue to act in an automatic mode,
transitioning between necessary states, until interrupted by one of the following actions:
• The "Stop Cycle" button is pushed, upon which all setpoints are ignored, and system Is
shutdown in an orderly fashion.
The "Emergency Stop" button (E-STOP) is pushed, in which all system equipment is
shut down and returned to its original startup condition. (Note: the control program is
still operating when the E--STOP button is pushed.)
• The Auto/Manual Switch is moved to the manual position, in which case automatic
setpoints are overridden for on/off switch control inside the electrical panel.
3.2.2 Heat Pump Operating States
When the system is in automatic operation, it can be in one of three states:
• Direct heat exchange only.
• Heat pump in operation, first-stage only.
• Heat pump in operation, both stages.
The method the control program uses to determine which state is required is based
primarily on ETCS water inlet temperature. If the incoming water stream is 0°C or below, it is
Judged to have sufficient cooling capability to provide up to 5 kW of cooling for the ITCS
stream. Therefore, the system will start or operate In direct heat exchange only. The only time
ETCS water is routed to the direct heat exchanger is in this mode.
At temperatures greater than 0°C, the system will transition to the second mode, with only
the first-stage of the heat pump being required at ETCS inlet temperatures below
approximately 38°C. (The actual control action is based on condensing pressure, but it is
directly related to this temperature.) As temperatures rise above this number, condensing
pressures become too high for a single stage. When pressures rise above 22 psla, the second-
stage is activated. The second-stage is tumed off when condensing pressures fall back below
20 psla.
The control system is capable of handling transitions from any one state to any other state
in automatic operation. In cases of manual intervention, the control program also assesses if it
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must performa "hot stop"or *hot start." Hotstop is performedwheneverthe *StopCycle" is
initiated when in two--stage operation. Hot start is performed whenever the system was shut
down from either a normal or emergency shutdown, and the ETCS inlet temperature has not
dropped below 38°C. (Note: the control program does not prevent the user from initiating a hot
start at any ETCS water inlet temperature. However, it is not recommended that the heat
pump be restarted at ETCS temperatures above 54°C. The reason is that second-stage
compressors may not be able to overcome the large head differentials that will be experienced
with higher condensing temperatures.) Both the hot start and hot stop cycles are similar to the
normal starting and stopping procedures, except these procedures activate and secure
equipment in a different order.
3.2.2 Automatic Compressor Control
When the heat pump is operating, both evaporator pressure and evaporator ITCS water
outlet temperature are monitored to control the operation of the first-stage compressors. For
*gross" adjustments, they are cycled to maintain an evaporator pressure of between 3.8 psia
and 4.3 psia. (These pressures were selected through experimentation to provide sufficient
ITCS water cooling during normal operation.) This pressure range is maintained by turning on
or shutting off compressors to either increase or decrease the amount of refrigerant removed
from the evaporator.
Six major operating tiers were established, ranging from one compressor at half speed
(minimum capacity) to three compressors at full speed (maximum capacity). In-between
maximum and minimum capacity, the system increments or decrements in half speed steps.
To provide these major steps, compressors No. 1 and No. 2 are operated only in the on/off
mode. However, the Variable speed compressor (No. 3), whose speed is proportion to the
output frequency from the variable frequency drive, is operated in either low speed mode (base
frequency of 30 Hz) or high speed mode (base frequency of 60 Hzl.
For minor adjustments at the high evaporator load end, the low speed and high speed
modes of compressor 3 contain three additional speed increments. Rather than controlling by
use of evaporator pressure, however, ITCS evaporator outlet temperature (T14) is used. In low
speed mode, ff this temperature rises above its setpoint of 39°F, the output speed signal will be
increased to between 37 and 52 Hz as shown in the schedule in Table 9. Similarly, in high
speed mode, output frequency to the compressor varies in three additional speed increments
between 65 and 75 Hz. To prevent frequent compressor speed changes, a one-half degree (F)
deadband was established before the compressor returns to the next lower speed as shown
under the "decreasing temperature" portion of the table.
Suction pressure control of the compressors is also overridden if ITCS final outlet
temperatures (T15) drop below its minimum setpoint of 36°F. (This is likely to occur when the
required ITCS load is low, and ITCS inlet temperature drops below approximately 42°F.) In this
case, the control system permits the evaporator to warm up by allowing suction pressure to
float above its normal setpoint of 4.3 psia. The system will continue to shed capacity (reducing
the number of compressors in operation) until the final outlet temperature retums to within its
desired operating range. Once recovered (above 38°F], suction pressure control again takes
precedence.
The five second-stage compressors are all single speed, hence, are only operated in the
on/off mode. Due to the fact that this type of compressor may have difficulty starting against a
high pressure differential, they are not cycled individually to control second-stage suction
pressure. Instead, this pressure is permitted to seek its own level between first-stage suction
pressure and condenser pressure. No degradation of performance was noticed as a result of
this scheme. Rather, running the second-stage at It greatest capacity minimizes the pressure
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Table 9. Variable frequency drive output to the variable
speed compressor
Low Speed High Speed
Mode Mode
ITCS Evaporator Output Output
Outlet Temperature Frequency Frequency
(°F) (Hz) (Hz)
Increasing Temperature
Below 39.0OF 30 60
Above 39.0OF 37 65
Above 40.0OF 45 70
Above 41.0OF 52 75
Decreasing Temperature
Above 40.5OF 52 75
Below 40.5OF 45 70
Below 39.5OF 37 65
Below 38.5OF 30 60
ratio required of the first-stage, maximizing the flow rate through each compressor in
operation. It also permits reducing first-stage capacity to a minimum. (Most compressors are
cooled by the refrigerant gas they compress. The low density of the gas at typical first-stage
suction pressures inhibits effective heat removal from these compressors. Therefore, it is
desirable to increase flow rate through any operating first-stage compressor to the greatest
extent possible to assist in this cooling.)
3.2.3 System Major Component Conditions
Table I0 shows the desired condition of each major system component for the three
automatic operating modes, the manual mode, and the system secured condition. The GE
Fanuc software provides the necessary actions to bring the component status in llne with that
required for the desired state. This table can be used to verify proper equipment alignment
during the three automatic modes (visual indications for most components are on the electrical
panel door). It can also be used to decide on equipment alignment in the manual mode;
however, caution should be used in the sequencing of component or equipment activation, as
an undesirable condition may result. (Consistency with automatic routines is recommended ff
the manual mode is used.)
3.3 Control System Interfaces
The GE Fanuc is used for data acquisition of system temperatures, pressures, and the
power consumption reading. It does so by use of multiple instrument input modules, both
digital and analog, located in the expansion slots adjacent to the Fanuc controller (located
inside the electrical panel). The wiring details are contained in the electrical diagram in
Appendix C. All system temperatures, pressures, and compressor status are recorded and
stored in data registers for monitoring by the supervisory controller. However, only a small
portion of these are actually used for control actions. The remainder were placed in the system
for performance analysis.
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Table 10. Heat pump mojor component condition for d(_erent operating modes
Heat Pump System Mode
Second-
Direct Heat First-Stage Stage Heat Manual System
Exchange Heat Pump Pump Mode Secured
GE Fanuc On
1st Stage Off
Compressors
2nd Stage Off
Compressors
Condenser Closed
Solenoid
Direct HXSolenoid Open
Liquid Refrigerant Closed
Solenoid
Economizer Closed
Solenoid
2nd Stage Bypass Closed
Solenoid
EVAP 1 PID Off
Controller (but powered)
EVAP 2 PID Not Used
Controller
Economizer TXV No flow
Superheat Signal False signal
to PID Control
On On On On or Off
On On As desired Off
Off On As desired Off
Open Open As desired Closed
Closed Closed As desired Closed
Open Open As desired Closed
Closed Open As desired Closed
Closed Open As desired Closed
On On As desired Off
Not Used Not Used Not Used Off
No flow No flow Operating No flow
On On On False signal
The control system also uses a number of digital outputs, as well as two analog outputs, to
send control signals to the high lift heat pump. These are shown In the next section, as well as
in the electrical diagram in Appendix C.
3.3.1 Control System Inputs
For initiation of control actions using the GE Fanuc software, a total of five temperatures
and four pressures axe used. These are shown in Tables 11 and 12. This table identifies not
only the register location of the raw analog signal, but also the location of the processed data to
which the calibration has been applied. The table also shows the name of the measurement,
as well as the purpose for which the data is used in the control program. Nicknames and
reference descriptions used in the software are given in the variable table in Volume II of the
operations manual.
The digital Inputs required for heat pump operation are similarly shown in Table 13. As
can be seen, these are either for control of the system in the manual mode, or for manual
intervention of the system when it is operaUng in automatic mode. Nicknames and reference
descriptions are given in the variable table of the control program.
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Table 11. Control system analog input measurements
Raw Input/
Instrument Processed
No. Readin 9
Temperatures
T14 AI0014/R0047
T15 AI0015/R0046
T17 AI0017/R0044
T18 AI0018/R0043
Measurement
ITCS-Evaporator Outlet
Used To
ITCS- Heat Pump Outlet
ETCS-Condenser Inlet
ETCS-Direct HX Inlet
T20 AI0020/R0051 First-Stage Suction
Control of low evaporator outlet
temperature.
Control of both high and low heat pump
final outlet temperature.
Determine direct HXor heat pump
mode; to determine if hot start is
required.
Determine direct HX or heat pump
mode.
Calculate degrees superheat.
Table 12. Control system analog input measurements
Raw Input/
Instrument Processed
No. Reading
Pressures
P1 AI0033/R0080
P4 AI0036/R0077
Measurement Used To
First-Stage Suction
Second-Stage Suction
P5 AI0037/R0076 Condenser Inlet
P7 AIO024/R0074 Expansion VaJve Inlet
Adjust compressor capacity to maintain
near-constant evaporator temperature.
Calculate pressure differential for
economizer.
Determine if one or two stage
operations are required.
Calculate pressure differential for
economizer.
3.3.2 Control System Outputs
The GE Fanuc uses a combination of both digital and analog outputs to perform its control
functlons. As shown in Table 14, the majority of these are digital outputs (data register begins
with "Q"). The interface of these outputs with the GE Fanuc output modules are shown in the
electrical diagram in Appendix A.
3.4 Control Program
The control program for the GE Fanuc Series 9030 PLC controller was written using ladder
logic, a software package provided with the system.
The control program executes whenever the GE Fanuc is powered up, unless the Fanuc is
paused or stopped by an external command. While executing, however, it will not perform
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Table 13. Digital control system inputs
Data Re giste r Descdptio n Function
10001 E-Stop Stop system using Emergency Stop pushbutton (Auto or
Manual Mode)
10002 Start Cycle
10003 Stop Cycle
10018 Compressor 1 Switch
10019 Compressor 2 Switch
10020 Compressor 3 Switch
10021 Compressor 4 Switch
10022 Compressor 5 Switch
10023 Compressor 6 Switch
10024 Compressor 7 Switch
10025 Compressor 8 Switch
10026 Stage 2 Bypass
10027 Direct HX/Condenser
10028 Liquid Refrigerant
10029 Economizer
10032 Manual Mode Switch
Manually start the cycle using the pushbutton (Auto Mode
only)
Manually stop the cycle using the pushbutton (Auto Mode
only)
Start/Stop Compressor 1 in
Start/Stop Compressor 2 in
Start/Stop Compressor 3 in
Start/Stop Compressor 4 in
Start/Stop Compressor 5 in
Start/Stop Compressor 6 in
Start/Stop Compressor 7 in
Start/Stop Compressor 8 in
Manual Mode
Manual Mode
Manual Mode
Manual Mode
Manual Mode
Manual Mode
Manual Mode
Manual Mode
Activate bypass in Manual Mode
Activate Direct HX or Condenser in Manual Mode
Activate Liquid Refrigerant in Manual Mode
Activate Economizer in Manual Mode
Select Manual or Automatic Mode
automatic control acUons unless the "Start Cycle" is activated from the electrical panel. The
program will permit manual operaUons by switching to Manual Mode (described previously)
without activaUng the "Start Cycle" pushbutton.
3.4.1 Prog_un Organization
The program contains a main program and 29 subrouUnes for control of the high lift heat
pump operaUon. The subroutines were created to break program into logical tasks or decision-
making processes. Subroutine execution is controlled by the main program, and to some
degree, several other major subroutines. During each program sweep, only those subroutines
that are relevant to the heat pump state are executed. The software does permits branching
from one subroutine to another, but once a subroutine is completed, program execution
returns to the previous branch point.
3.4.2 Main Program and Program Subroutines
The logic flow diagram used for main program and subroutine development is found in
Appendix B.
Basic descripUons of each program subroutine are included in Tables 15 and 16. Also
included in the tables are the routines from which each subroutine can be called.
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Table 14. Control system outputs
Data Register Description Function
Q0002
Q0003
Q0004
Q0005
Q0006
Q0007
Q0008
Q0009
Q0017
Q0018
Q0019
Q0020
Q0021
Q0022
Q0023
Q0024
AQ0001
AQ0002
Compressor 2 Motor/Starter
Compressor 3 Motor/Starter
Compressor 4 Motor/Starter
Compressor 5 Motor/Starter
Compressor 6 Motor/Starter
Compressor 7 Motor/Starter
Compressor 8 Motor/Starter
Variable frequency drive run
Stage 2 Bypass
Condenser Bypass
Direct Heat Exchanger Bypass
Liquid Refrigerant Bypass
Eco n o mize r
Compressor 1 High Speed
Compressor 1 Low Speed
Compressor 1 speed select
Variable Frequency Drive
Superheat
Activates motor/starter control relay
Activates motor/starter control relay
Activates motor/starter control relay
Activates motor/starter control relay
Activates motor/starter control relay
Activates motor/starter control relay
Activates motor/starter control relay
Gives auto or manual control of VFD
Activates solenoid control relay
Activates solenoid control relay
Activates solenoid control relay
Activates solenoid control relay
Activates solenoid control relay
Activates high speed motor/starter control relay
Not used, tied "low" in software, left in for future
development.
Not used, tied "high" in software, left in for future
development.
Gives VFD a4 to 20 mA signal proportional to 0 to
75 Hz.
Gives evaporator PID flow controller a 4 to 20 mA
signal proportional to superheat.
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Table 15. Control program subroutines
Subroutine
MANUAL
DIRHX
HPREQ
ST1CTL
ST2REQ
ST2CTL
ST1 ST
ST1 STP
ST1ADJ
ST2ST
ST2STP
ST2ADJ
STIINCR
ST1DECR
ST21NCR
ST2DECR
RESET
INIT
READING
SUPHT
SUPHC
ST_STP
ECONM
Called From:
MAIN
MAIN
MAIN
MAIN
MAIN
MAIN
ST1 CTL
ST1 CTL
ST1CTL
ST2CTL
ST2CTL
ST2CTL
ST1ADJ
ST1 ADJ
ST2ADJ
ST2ADJ
MAIN
MAIN
MAIN
SUPHC
MAIN
MAIN
ST2CTL
Purpose
Controls digital outputs to compressors and solenoids; controls
compressor startup timers.
Controls automatic signal to direct HXsolenoids.
Determines if heat pump or direct HX should be operated.
Controls the starting, stopping, and adjustment of the first-stage
compressors.
Determines if the second-stage is required during heat pump
operation.
Controls the starting and stopping of the second-stage
compressors.
Sequences first-stage start (second-stage not required).
Sequences first-stage stop (second-stage off).
Determines if first-stage compressor capacity should be increased
or decreased.
Sequence for starting second-stage (first-stage on).
Sequence for stopping second-stage (first-stage to stay on).
Not used in final version;left in for future development.
Decides how to increase capacity by 1/2 step.
Decides how to decrease capacity by 1/2 step.
Not used in final version;left in for future development.
Not used in final version;left in for future development.
Resets all retentive variables to starting condition in the event that
E-STOP is used.
Initializes certain registers to store data information.
Reads analog inputs, converts them using calibration data, and
stores them in assigned data registers.
Calculates superheat based on suction pressure and suction gas
tempe ratu re.
Controls how often superheat is calculated, routes program to
calculation subroutine and output subroutine. Also, generates a
false, neutral signal (3 deg) if heat pump is not in operation to
prevent controller hunting.
Determines if Start Cycle or Stop Cycle buttons pushed.
Calculates if required pressure differential is available to run the
economizer.
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Table 16. Control program subroutines
Subroutine Called From Purpose
HOT_STP ST1CTL
HOT ST ST1CTL
ST_TEMP ST1CTL
SUPHOUT SUPHC
TURBO MANUAL
LOWTURB MANUAL
Sequence for stopping both stages simultaneously.
Sequence for starting both stages simultaneously.
Determines whether, upon activation of Start Cycle, if water
temperatures require starting one ortwo stages.
Calculates output signal required for variable frequency drive,
places it in appropriate analog output register.
Determines compressor three speed (frequency)in high speed
mode based on ITCS evaporator outlet temperatures, provides
output signal if speed change desired.
Determines compressor three speed (frequency)in low speed
mode based on ITCS evaporator outlet temperatures, provides
output signal if speed change desired.
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4. HEAT PUMP TEST LOOP
Figure 8 gives a diagram of the flow loop constructed to test the prototype heat pump. Two
water loops are employed, referred to as the ITCS and the ETCS. The ITCS represents the
cooling load to be met by the heat pump. Heat is provided to the loop by an electric heater that
is actuated by a temperature controller. The heater is used to maintain the temperature of the
water entering the heat pump. Heat is rejected from the heat pump through the ETCS loop.
Heat is removed from the ETCS loop by a condensing unit. Temperature of the loop is
controlled by a combination of on/off cycling of the condensing unit and a bypass valve in the
ETCS loop that diverts a portion of the flow around the condensing unit. Instrumentation is
provided in both flow loops to measure the inlet and outlet temperatures and the flow rates.
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5. PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS
Two performance tests were conducted for NASA personnel prior to the shipment of the
hlgh-lift heat pump to Johnson Space Center. These tests were done to show that the heat
pump could:
* Provide a cooling capacity of 5 kW with an ETCS inlet water temperature ranging from
10 to 91°C.
* Provide an ITCS water temperature of 4°C +1.7°C at cooling loads as small as I kW.
Operate in a fully automated mode, in which operation can switch between direct heat
exchange and heat pumping, as well as between single and two-stage operation based
upon system measurements only.
The first performance test consisted of operating at a constant ITCS cooling load of 5 kW
while increasing the ETCS temperature from 8 to 91°C. At the highest ETCS temperature, the
ITCS cooling load was reduced by lowering the inlet temperature to the heat pump to
approximately 5°C. The ETCS temperature was then lowered to a final value of 52.8°C. Data
were collected throughout the test.
The significant system temperatures and pressures are shown in Table 17. Figure 9 shows
a plot of the ETCS and ITCS temperatures during the test. Test results showed that the heat
pump was capable of providing a cooling capacity in excess of 5 kW over the range of ETCS
temperatures tested. The average cooling load met during this part of the test was 5. I kW.
Figure 10 shows the values of the ITCS inlet and outlet temperatures during the test and also
indicates the temperature control band limits. The ITCS outlet temperature was maintained at
an average value of 4.09°C with a standard deviation of+0.42°C. When the cooling load was
lowered for the second part of the test to an average value of 2.4 kW, the average ITCS outlet
temperature dropped to 3.08°C, _+0.76°C. The highest ITCS outlet water temperature
measured during the test was 4.55°C, while the lowest was 1.34°C. It should be noted that the
minimum value was recorded at an inlet ITCS temperature of 2.64°C. which is lower than is
anticipated during operation of the ALSSIF.
The second test consisted of operating the heat pump at a minimal cooling load by limiting
the heater input to the ITCS loop. The ITCS inlet water temperature varied during the test
from a low of 1.04 to a high of 5.82°C. The ETCS temperature initially was set at a value of
21°C and was allowed to rise to a maximum of 90°C. The ETCS temperature was then lowered
to its final value of 0.4 I°C.
The loop temperatures and heat pump pressures recorded during this test are shown in
Table 18. Figure 11 shows the ETCS and ITCS temperatures recorded during the test. The
average cooling load met by the heat pump during the test was 1.2 kW. Figure 12 shows the
ITCS temperatures and the control limits for the low load test. The average ITCS outlet
temperature was 3.04°C. All outlet temperatures recorded were within the desired temperature
range with the exception of the first two measurements. Both of these temperatures were
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Table 17. High-l_ft heat pump performance test, high-intermediate load testing
Pressure (psia)
ETCS ITCS Heat
In ITCS In Out Pump
Data Time Temp. Temp. Temp. Load Stage 1
Pt min (_C) (°C) (_C) (kW) Stages Suction Interstage Condenser
2 0 8.56 10.99 4.07 5.16 1 4.25 12.99
3 8 12.48 12.09 4.13 5.16 1 4.64 14.02
4 26 15.44 11.53 3.26 5.32 1 3.96 14.70
5 29 22.93 11.04 2.82 5.35 1 3.86 16.95
6 35 24.56 11.04 3.93 5.16 1 3.96 18.71
8 46 35.56 11.52 4.41 5.07 2 3.96 15.53 24.32
9 58 38.23 12.17 4.46 5.01 2 4.10 16.61 31.75
10 66 47.81 11.82 4.03 5.05 2 4.05 16.75 37.17
11 73 48.76 12.22 4.42 5.13 2 3.91 16.80 40.05
13 85 59.10 12.26 4.55 5.11 2 4.00 18.07 49.28
14 94 61.61 11.88 4.29 5.00 2 4.10 18.80 57.29
15 99 67.38 11.71 4.04 5.04 2 4.00 17.83 61.68
16 106 66.77 11.77 3.92 5.19 2 4.15 17.19 67.01
17 112 71.96 11.85 3.89 5.33 2 4.25 17.34 76.83
18 117 75.99 12.01 4.35 4.97 2 4.10 19.24 85.86
19 124 78.88 11.99 4.32 5.09 2 4.20 19.10 90.31
20 129 85.19 11.98 4.41 5.03 2 4.20 19.44 97.29
21 132 90.99 12.06 4.26 5.03 2 4.20 19.98 108.82
22 137 91.06 5.29 3.21 3.13 2 3.42 15.82 105.70
23 147 87.97 5.13 3.26 2.52 2 4.00 14.60 98.75
24 161 80.47 5.53 3.78 2.57 2 3.86 12.94 86.59
25 180 78.00 5.40 3.28 2.69 2 3.81 11.09 77.80
26 204 74.43 5.40 3.70 2.72 2 3.61 9.67 73.41
27 238 66.46 4.11 2.95 1.46 2 4.35 9.38 61.25
28 284 52.79 2.64 1.34 1.66 2 4.05 7.62 46.15
recorded at ITCS inlet temperatures that were below the desired value of the outlet
temperature. This is considered a nonstandard operating situation.
Operation of the heat pump was fully automatic during both tests and the heat pump
switched between single and two-stage operation as required by the discharge pressure of the
first-stage compressors. The second-stage is brought on-line when this pressure exceeds
20 psia. Operation of the three first-stage compressors was fully automated with the number
of compressors running determined by the value of the suction pressure. Pressure profiles for
the high-intermediate load test are shown in Figure 13. Condensing pressure rises and falls
with changing ETCS temperature. The interstage pressure was recorded from the point that
the heat pump changed from single to two-stage operation. Interstage pressure varies slightly
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Table 18. High-l_t heat pump performance test, low load testing
Pressure (psia)
ETCS ITCS Heat
In ITCS In Out Pump
Data Time Temp. Temp. Temp. Load Stage 1
Pt min (°C) (_C) (_C) (kW) Stages Suction Interstage Condenser
1 0 21.58 1.04 0.14 1.02 1 3.50 15.48
2 25 21.75 2.53 1.66 0.92 1 4.20 15.19
3 35 22.87 3.63 2.57 1.15 1 4.44 15.34
4 41 20.19 4.92 3.24 1.29 1 4.20 14.31
5 46 22.69 4.66 3.12 1.09 1 4.49 15.38
6 61 30.53 4.57 3.03 1.05 1 4.44 17.73
7 71 39.32 4.95 2.85 1.53 2 4.15 6.15 24.37
9 87 57.98 5.04 3.24 1.34 2 4.10 7.33 42.93
10 92 64.39 5.18 3.57 1.15 2 4.30 6.64 50.55
11 100 81.39 5.13 3.38 1.20 2 4.10 18.07 80.68
12 107 85.36 5.24 3.46 1.21 2 4.05 24.47 89.77
13 110 90.01 5.16 3.66 0.90 2 4.64 21.98 100.22
14 115 84.48 5.67 3.67 1.19 2 4.54 21.34 100.95
15 118 71.82 5.82 3.62 1.46 2 3.91 15.43 72.23
16 125 69.24 5.66 3.52 1.18 2 4.25 17.00 63.25
17 130 48.76 5.18 2.88 1.67 2 3.76 10.60 40.29
18 135 37.83 4.97 3.04 1.40 2 4.25 7.96 32.72
19 139 25.54 5.07 3.68 0.93 2 4.54 5.42 25.93
20 143 15.67 5.33 3.49 1.24 2 4.49 3.91 20.37
22 150 0.41 4.91 2.98 1.25 1 4.15 9.67 14.21
with changes in condensing pressure. First-stage suction pressure is controlled by compressor
operation and was found to be essentially constant. The average suction pressure value during
the test was 4.2 psia with the highest and lowest pressures recorded being 4.6 and 3.5 psia,
respectively.
A complete set of test data recorded during the acceptance tests is provided in Appendix C
of this report.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The objective of this project was to investigate the feasibility of constructing a heat pump
suitable for use as a heat rejecUon device In applications such as a lunar base. In this
situation, direct heat reJecUon through the use of radiators is not possible at a temperature
suitable for life support systems. The temperature of the waste heat must be raised
substantially before rejection can be accomplished. IniUal analysis of a heat pump of this type
called for a temperature lift of approximately 105°K, which is considerably higher than is
commonly called for in HVAC and refrigeratio n applications where heat pumps are most often
employed. Also because of the variation of the rejection temperature (from 100 to 381°K),
extreme flexibility in the configuration and operation of the heat pump is required.
Initial design work called for the use of refrigerants with high criUcal temperatures, such as
CFC-11 and HCFC-123, to meet the temperature lift requirement and obtain the highest heat
pump COP. A three-stage compression cycle was formulated with operation possible with one,
two or three stages of compression. Also, to meet the redundancy and extreme control
flexibility requirements, compression was divided up over muIUple compressors in each stage.
A control scheme was devised that allowed these multiple compressors to be operated as
required so that the heat pump could perform with variable heat loads and rejection
condiUons.
A prototype heat pump was designed and constructed to Investigate the key elements of the
high-lift heat pump concept. While the prototype used commercially available hardware, it
contained all of the major elements of a flight unit including, two stages of compression and
multiple compressors in each stage. The unit was configured to operate as either a one- or
two-stage unit, or could provide direct heat rejection when the ETCS temperature was low
enough for this purpose. Control software was written and implemented in the prototype to
allow fully automaUc operation. The heat pump was capable of operaUon over a wide range of
rejection temperatures and coolIng loads, while maintaining the ITCS water temperature well
within the required specification of 4°C +1.7°C. This performance was verified through testing.
The prototype unit is now ready for InstallaUon in the LSSIF at Johnson Space Center.
Valuable operating data will be obtained through this testing that will allow refinement of the
heat pump design. From this point, the design requirements of fllght-ready hardware can be
accurately defined. Specialized compressors, heat exchangers, etc. can then be designed and
fabricated.
Heat pump-based heat reJecUon systems can be shown to be effecUve in other space flight
applications besides Interplanetary manned missions. Analysis performed by Foster-Miller
comparing direct to heat-pump-based heat reJecUon shows that the use of a heat pump can be
Justified any time that the heat source is at 0°C or less. Heat pumps can also be shown as a
cost-effective method of increasing heat reJecUon from an exisUng thermal control system when
retrofit of addiUonal equipment occurs. An example of such a situation would be the addition
of electronics to an existing satellite design with no change to the heat rejection system or the
expansion of an orbital lab, such as a space shuttle lab module or space station. Another
possible application of heat pumps is in manned thermal control systems to handle specialized
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thermal loadssuchas dehumidification.Presently,dehumidificationrequiresthe lowestheat
rejectiontemperatureandstronglyinfluencesthe designandsizingof thethermal control
system. If a heatpumpwerededicatedto dehumidification, the lowesttemperatureof the
thermal controlsystemcouldberaisedwhich couldbeusedto increasethe total thermal
capacityof the radiatorsor reducethe total amountof radiatorsurfacerequired,resulting in a
substantialweight reduction.
Heatpump investigationon a terrestrialbasisis now ongoing,however,little or noeffort is
beingexpendedto operateheatpumps andothervaporcompressionsystemsand components
at a flight level. Investigationof compressorlubrication, heatexchangewith refrigerant-off
mixtures,etc., in a microgravityenvironmentareall necessaryin orderto advancetheuseof
heatpump in spaceflight appUcation.Testingof this typeshouldbe initiated assoonas
possible.
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APPENDIX A
HEAT PUMP ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM
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_--"lh 5,9 ,
C_21 (141Z)"---_Il: 322_
LIA LZA L3A
HEATER IA
HEATER 18
HEATER 2A
HEATER 28
HEATER 3A
HEATER 38
STAGE 2 BYPASS
SOLENOID/P-LAI',P
CONDENSER
SOLENOID/P-LAMP
OIRECT HX BYPASS
SOLENOID/P-LAMP
LIOUI0 REFRIG
SOLENOIO/P-LA_
ECONOMIZER
SOLENDID/P-LAMP
__-_ ; (It[Plllv! !CNl[matl¢ CNamol[! i11|/11
tltLC COmm!CTlOW i,s10/15 ¢NZ
REVISIONS
APPL ICA T ION
_IT all,
N&CNII_
_NAS96t 4.
FOSTER-MILLER. INC.
11_ IICQNO aVlNUl VLLL.Tb_LN.I_ OilS*
ELECTRICAL OIAGRAM, HIGH
TEMP. LIFT {LUNAR BASE}
HEAT PUMP
14- I002_-_
.... NONEI ...... ;'--------_,I .... 3 o, 15
43
-- 400
-- 401
-- 402
403
-- 404
-- 405
406
-- 407
-- 408
40g
-- 410
-- 412
-- 413
-- 414
-- 415
-- 4115
-- 417
-- 411:1
-- 419
-- 420
-- 421
-- 422
-- 423
-- 424
-- 425
-- 4215
-- 427
-- 428
-- 429
-- 4.30
-- 4,51
-- 432
-- 433
-- 434
-- 435
20B VAC
LIA L2A L3A
I
LIA L2A L,._A
5A
IILI
I OA
313
TI
IKVA
ESRI
t20V
120V
_ IlI|NIIV| _CE.ilmA+irlC CM&et411S nJI_IS
I lx'rlllllvl Ic_l'* t I¢ ;-'--'--'_-: II Ii Iti* I Cil
+J:J °....,-,,- J°-.1.:TIILI[ CO_mlC/lOm II+1+'I0,'I ¢nlwc i_v
REVISIONS
APPL ICA T ION
II&¢Pl I llil: 1
_**' - INA$9614
FOSTER-NILLER, INC.
I_coNo AVI[IejE V_,t.T_I, _ OIIE4
ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM, HIGH
TEMP. LIFT (LUNAR BASE}
HEAT PUMP
"I_'130'_33NAS9614-IO0 ),,x.
_"'NONEI "'="* ; ;I_'' 4 "
44
IZOV Line 435
_500
_5C) 1
502
503
504
_505
_506
507
--508
_509
510
512
513
514
515
516
-- 517
m 518
5i9
520
_521
D 522
523
I 524
_5Z5
526
527
_SZB
_529
i 530
_531
_532.
533
_534
_535
i20v
TO ETI EVI
,.,. !!
I Ii_ _0-24c_ I__ _I vcEb__ _--'x_")<.f_
I I'zl ,J- _.,,--i P,_TL_,L_ / -- o_,__v, t _)
I LEi S -'_41 .IC,,eososo r DRIVE. ,I--9--'>.---'.--_
I _ _ 6]_T_., I I-°-"
I I.L-----._ C/qOI i -J- _ I DIRECT COOLING
RTD _ Ju, (J_'_) T/ s_vo TE.P CONTROL
_ L_- ...._ INHIBIT
Line 933
TO £TI
T.15 []
"_ i---o.2,
TO ETI EV2
T /T -
U ,_c ,_ ,,,-2o,....._1.1 ICl cs,s
CI:tOI2-L _ CHILLED 'dATER
JU, (1328) -,L _IT C_WTFII:LLER
Line 931
REVISIONS
APPLICATION
_l_ll!vf NAS 9614.
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rOSTER-HILLER, INC.
IlO IICONO AtllllU! VAi.1IIIal. It 01114
ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM, HIGH
TEMP. LIFT (LUNAR BASE}
HEAT PUMP
"1_' _3 _3,3[ NAS96'4-'00;_ ._
_'(NONEI '_'l"' ,'----_,1"" s " I s
IZOV Line 435
--600
--601
--602
603
--604
--605
--606
607
--60e
--609
610
--(lll
612
613
614
-- 6$5
-- 616
617
618
619
_620
_621
_622
623
624
_625
_6Z8
627
_6Z8
_629
_630
_631
_632
_633
_634
_635
TO I:TI EVl T
Im_ JUa
TO LINE 1207 ,-1 PARTLO#
,_(X)2 _ NIC 11603030
RTW02 _ _ CON_ ,STO lINE 1211
JUI
,
TO ETI EVI
ET!
EVl
OIRECT COOLING
CONTROL
Ev I
CONTROLS
l TO ETI EV2[] = ?Tzl5
/
m,- 11 _c
I I'1_ r'O'z4c_ / Is
I _ .I nn, h Pk'_L_,f ,--
TO ETI EV2
(NOT IN USE)
IZOV
-" I'-"1 "
=1 1=
APPLICATION
I c IHTIm.,_ xx..,lc c---___ll,.,,,isl._| "l'" .'_
,..L I • Izzvw..;;.;. sc,smJvi¢ ©-,._ts ,sam J(=.,I-s,_. A-iv[
I A I VSTi.'r ©.m*Ec.,a., l'e"es.'l©"zl " I"
REVZSZONS i muc, ,./NAS96 ,,L
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IrOSTER-NILLER. INC.
all;Oil ,tIIIllIM tmt.vl_m, lu 4_11_4
ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM. HIGH
TEMP. LIFT (LUNAR BASE)
HEAT PUMP
_'_"NONEI_'_' _1 _., 6 oF I 5
SLOT 2 24VDC INPUT MODULE
,.24VDC
R 700
70i
i 702
703
704
705 ,_
706
707
70e
i 709
710
_711
712
-- 713
714
-- 715
716
717
718
E 719
_720
_721
_722
723
i 724
_725
"_ 7_
727
_72B
_9 '
730
731
732
R 733
734
735
Line 425
Jl CG93MOL24 ! J
24V INPUT I
24COM
IO001
10002
10003
LZNE i32
1.61LS AUX
KS4 AU_
_AU_
MS7 _
_IS8 _.JX
MS9_
ZOO1
10013
10014
10011.
10016
-- I - I "--"_'3_-9 ml;t ml C¢ Aurl II,,is,_lelm
L.L. J C JEXTlmI/Vl[ BCNElUTIC CNAMOILE I I/l?/ll illl_
A TITL*I_ COIINIrCTION IlllO/g3 rN|
ml lilly OIEIII:II IP T I[_1 OATI[ II|
REVISIONS
APPLICATZON
:':'.":,t
'*l NAS9614-
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FOSTER-MILLER. INC.
II!¢{m0 AVIIliUK teil.Tll_l. _ (Mlll14
ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM, HIGH
TEMP. LIFT (LUNAR BASE)
HEAT PUMP
"_ZNONEI_JI_' ,"_-'_'T, Ile'_K' 7 o- 1 5
SLOT 3 I/O SIMULATOR
--8O0
mOO1
m802
--003
--804
--805
--006
-- B07
--OOO
--809
BIO
--§II
-- Ol2
-- OI3
I 0 I 4
-- 815
-- OI6
-- 8J7
OtO
-- 019
--820
--OZI
--822
-- 823
I 124
--025
--I26
-- 827
--0219
--029
--830
I 031
837
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
CONpRF__ I _
COMPRESSOR 2 MANUAL ON
CI)4l::l;F__ri_. 4 MI_L ON
CO_PFF_e._:t S _,tH, J*L QN
COkPRRSSOR 7 _NUAL
CCNpF_c;¢rvl B kUU_Ud ON
STAGE 2 BYPASS m rNOIO
DIRECT HX BYPAC;¢ _5i _lOIO
LIOUIO _'FRII_I_INT _ rNOID
£L'_NONIZER _ =1_13IO
ImlrI
II_F I
ImIrl
I
I
I
I
I
I
I C693ACC300
S I NULATOR
OVC(_ i
I
10017
2
loots 3
]O01g 4
i
;oozo 5
x_, 6
7
xooz_i 8
xooz, 9
Ln_.S I0
l_r]__, I I
I__nnk__12
x____ 13
14
i _l__Io_
15
I _1__31
16
I _-,o-__, 17
ii,,..
24_rT 18
19
2O
i.L I ¢ IIITIIIIIVl KNIIT|; I_'--}__ IIlIttltll_
IISIOJO __-
_V OIICmIPT IIm OaT( Ill
REVISIONS
APPL]CATI_
_II1_. AII1
_ NAS9614
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FOITER-NILLER. INC.
ELECTRICAL DIAGRAm, HIGH
TENP. LIFT {LUNAR B_SE)
HEAT PUNP
B 33 NAS96'4-I002
m9(x)
_901
_go2
903
o9o4
o905
m9o6
907
_9oe
_9o9
91o
_911
912
913
914
915
-- 916
917
918
919
920
_921
_922
923
924
_g25
_926
927
_g2B
_g29
930
931
932
933
_934
_935
_936
937
SLOT 4 ANALOG
_TE: T_IC_
WIRING
Tx LI_ 4_
_24V_
RTDI
Tx!
Tx2
Tx3
Tx4
Tx5
Tx6
Tx7
TtB
T,9
TxlO
Till
Tml2
Line
Txl3
Txl4
Line
Txl5
Llno 509
Txl6
Nelet
I. ldent|fy terminoLa
AIOOJ..;AIOI6.
2. Use BeLden B760 er
oquivoLont cable.
3. Identify aLL w|rec
eo hole_.
4. U*e 12A_ BLUE N"rl, t
for *24VDC and 24,COM.
INPUT MODULE
*24VDC
240U1[
CH HzO DIRECT HX OUT AIO01
RF'G EVI SUC TEMP AIO02
RFG IST STAGE DIS TEMP AIO03
RFG 2NO STAGE SUC TEVP AIO04
RFG CONDENSER IN TEMP
RFO CONDENSER OUT TEMP
RFG IEV2 SL,IC TEIMP AIO07
FIFG ECONONIZER LIO OUT TEMP AIO0£
FIFO ECON(_IZER VAP OUT TEMP AICX)g
IST STA(_ CONP. 30IS TEll: AIOIO
2ND STAGE C_WlP. 6 DIS TBqP AIOII
I-i20 R(JECT COND. OUT TEIqP AIOI2
AIOI3
FRO EVAPORATOR OUT TENP AIOI4,
CHILLED I-IZOOUT TEI,4P AIO0!
DIRECT HX CHILL.EDH:0 IN TEl,I: AIO
APPLICATION
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IrOSTER-NILLER. INC.
I_¢¢11G AVIIII._ v,u lrN_t. _ _11_.11114
ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM, HIGH
TEMP. LIFT CLUNAR BASE)
HEAT PUMP
_ao00
_1002
_t004
_1005
_l(X)6
_lOOe
_lOOg
_;oIo
--lOll
_lOI2
--gOI3
_lOO4
_1ol5
Q I016
Llno
--1017
_OOI8
--IOIg
Qg_t
_l_
_1_4
Line
mIO2e
_1029
_1030
ml_!
_1032
_1033
_1034
olO35
_1036
o1_7 Nmten
¢
INPUT MODULE
I41CSg3ALG22;
-20mA AIN
.24VOC I
)120 RJT CONOENSOR OUT TEIqI: AI017 3
II
RJT DIFECT IN TEHP
ECONONIZER LI0 IN TENP
FIF0 I STAGE SUC TEMP
I. Identlf_ termlnetg
AI017..;AI032.
2. Uoe Betdon 8760 or
18
19
eQulvoLenI ¢obte.
3. Identify eli mire•
oo netea.
4 Uoo 12A_3 RaL/E NTW
for *Z4VI[X_ end 24CON
[ miimD_Vl[ G*."_--"
•,v._Tl¢ q:"._WI osolPsqN)Inpt.
[_;_m*i_ llCN[mtTIC C_,-__-sl OS_ JCn_
-'_-_ I*ae,,ot._l c-z!1F'I'r_,ar C ='rime
OI[ICIIIPl'I•N J OAT| Ill01
REVISIONS
o m
0 ..... . ................ ..... ........................... .C_..
j 2O
ILl e_ IM N
I:OG_,iD _ m
APPLICATION
MINT LLllV
U'IN_ Ml•v
_&r_lOIE
---,r m NAS9614
5O
FOSTER-NILLER. INC.
i _m'l=_O digKM _l_Vi alAB
ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM, HIGH
TEMP. LIFT CLUNAR BASE)
HEAT PUV,P
B 33 NAS9614-I00;
SLOT 6 ANALOG
NOTE: TYPICAL XDCR
WIRING
*24 24
-,,oo
LINE 425
-- 1104 5ETRA /
:::: o
-"= °
--II09 f_
P.3 __ 0
_ I I IO
--IIII {_ 0PN4 .
• ,;,- t) I
LINE: 130_--'1 "--0-
--1|12
--1113
--1114
--¢I15
--II16
--Ill7
--Ill8
--Ill9
--I;Z0
I ll_l
--II_'_
--I123
--IIZ4
--*tZ5
--II2B
--IIZ7
--IIZ8
-- i IZl)
--Ii30
--If31
--Ia32
--0133
_1_35
_1137
INPUT MODULE
N/C
_C
_G IST STAGE[ SUC I:IRES AI033
_G RECEIVER PRES A|034
_G IST STAGE DIS I=FE5 AI035
RIrG 2NO STAGE _ca_r__I:q:ES AI036
RFG CONDENSER IN PRES A1037
t.o * i )
{
{ _',,A ,
i
o
I_O LIOUID I=RES CONO. OUT AIO,._B
VP'D _ AI039
AI040
AI04
AI042
AI043
AI04.4
AI045
A|046
AI047
PRES AI048
COM
: ..... ° ....................... OND
u mT Ie
a_qm,mwvlm _
APPLICATION
_mw AImT
_INAt. AIII
ma_'NIN(
_, NACI9614.
51
NIIII
I. ]dthl|fq |ermlhttl
A|O33..AI048
2. UII Betden g40_ er
oquivo&oflf ©obto
3. ]donl|Iy aLL ilroi
ao no|o_.
4. Use 12A_3 BLUE
for 24CON
AI.I. | C II='I'l.lII_IIICNII=Ia,T|C C.,.mlmI.,t1_,njm. L
R(VISION5
XC693ALG222
O-JOY AIN
_r
I
2
3
4
5
6
i7
8
9
IO
II
12
I
13
14
15
6
7
e
9
20
IrOSTER'MZLLER, INC.
III IIClml AVIIIUIIv_tNam. I I@IIM
ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM. HIGH
TEMP. LIFT (LUNAR BASE)
HEAT PUMP
SLOT 7 ANALOG OUTPUT MODULE
--1200
--IZ02
1203
--1204
--1205
--1206
1207
--120e
--1209
--i2iO
IZl |
--1202
--1213
--1214
--1215
--1216
--IZ17
--121e
--1219
1220
--_22m
--1222
-- 1223
-- 1224
--JZ26
-- 1227
--'1228
--1229
-- iZ30
-- 1231
-- iZ32
-- 1233
-- 1234
-- 1235
-- i236
-- 1237
-- 1238
-- 1239
-- 1240
l CISS13ALG39 i
4-20mA AOUT
I
2
3
4
5
i
6
!
7
8
I
m
9
I0
II
;12
i
13
14,
15
i
16
i 17
IB,
19
20
lOUT I a
II
Y
IO01JT2 i
I
c_l I
I
c_ i
I
I
-°_--L -0
e__&. -0-
DEF 0
LR_E v
II
Y
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
/
VF'D .3 [:IN r--_
LINE I_
TO WIRE _0 _
TO wIFE _1 EVl INPUT
,w._ I c
lilly
iilliiliitl I¢.EIt|¢ P'" --'_'--ll 1#!7_'11 |ll_
•+.+,,+sv+ sc,,E_vl9 t---;:+l .,:_. imm
vvv_l collmtCvuom 10:poopllll cm
°III:IIIID?I°_i I oiiVl Illl
REVISIONS
APPLICATION
IIIKIT &llll
e IIIdeb AIIIIT
Iil&l_llll
m NAS9614
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IrOS T ER*NILLIER, INC.
Ilcmm A_IIMI lai.TIm. II
ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM, HIGH
TEMP. LIFT (LUNAR BASE)
HEAT PUMP
"_"'NONFI v'''' ,"-_.l mlI' I :) _ n =
SLOT 9 RELAY OUTPUT MODULE
l C693M[X.940
RELAY OUT 120V line 4,._5
--1300
--;302 (x)oot
--13o3
--1304 (XX)02
--1305
--1306 00003
--J308 00004
--I3o9
--1310 I_v
--1311
--1312 O00C_
--t313
--1314 00006
--1315
--1316 00007
--1317
--1310 (X)O06
--1319
--1320 l_V
--13Z2 00009
--1_4 O0010
--I,325
--1328 O001e
--1320 00012
--1329
--1330 ;20V
--I,,,_,,_2 00013
--1333
--I_ 00014
--I,,_,55
--I,,,_,,,,_(3 00015
--1_7
--I_ 00016
SPARE
COMPRESSOR 2 MOTOR STARTER
C1:]MPRF_OR 3 MOTOR STARTER
COm,/_SSOR 4 MOTOR STARTER
CCI,4P'I:ESSOR 5 MOTOR STARTER
C:OI,,4PT_-._]q IS NOTOR STARTER
O[_4PIF:IF_r--r'_ 7 IqOTOR STARTER
CI:]I,4_IF¢_.r'_ B klOTOR STARTER
VF'T]._ R_JN Iq£LAY
rIIR£CT TE]MP _:RVO INHIBIT FF_J_AY
CHTttrn H20 SRRVO tHHIBIT RELA T
LIOL,III_ _ INHIBIT RE:LAY
g=Afl[
eDae I
_ IWIOTOR STA.q_
01.2
01.3
01.4
(]..5
01,.6
n17
:_____-
0
C
(].9
1,33
i35
506
521
6O6
I c illTIllll_ 1 1pu4,,.tlc c,_,lllil/iI/llla.
_.L I • IIITINIIt( ICNI,ITIC _eJ s/.r..o4|_
_---- i • f Tr,-.' co_¢c,,o,, I,_,,e/*_J¢_
m" I"" I o.,c.,.,,o. I o.,, I"
REVISIONS
"- I'"" I "'
,.,,,_1 = i _.--
APPLICATION
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Ir 05Ti: R-M|LLER, INC.
IBO _ ,tvl_u[ iM4.1r_m. _
ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM, HIGH
TEMP. LIFT (LUNAR BASE)
HEAT PUMP
_' ,3,3 NAS9614-1002 IC
m"-INONEI"'"" ,'_:I"" 13 " ;_
SLOT IO RELAY OUTPUT MODULE
120Y L..Ine 435 N
O00t8
00019!
ooo_o!
DIREC_T FIX aYPA_ c_ _'NOID IqEL_'
cLIOUID I_c'IrRIf_-II_ANT ._OLS'N01D RE_LAy
_309
312
315
318
I2OV
00021 I_£L'll]qI)4I_PLrR _ _lOIO RE]_AY o (_
MSICC
00022 L"IE]NPFE_'c_q II-IS MOTOR STARTI--'I:I . I n_ 61_'_A
-II-
)GOHS HSICC
NJXg NJKI
!000_3 L-'I_I_=FE_C_.J-IR ILS MOTOR STAIRTIElq .jj,_rl_'q/k_l_rJO_.tl__
-4"1 - -,,It / - -
RSILS
AUK-I
00024 c'_q_-r.r_ acc MOTORSTAmlm .., _4. C
0LI
U
321
ooo2s Sp_l[
00028 gpNq_
000Z7 PARE
_PAFE
lO- w
_PMI_
00030 _,L.R_
I _PMR_
g=AJqE
i
mg440
"-I"-'l -
""_ I_'_- I-----
=:*-""1 '----- ] ==
I APPLICATION
,,-0ol o ! "_____"mao_m.o.t©_ IpooS,Nimqj ,
I c w,,;,_,.,..,,_ my,: t..-,--_'__lloo0.,p.e_lgm.i,_..., _mm,i
I I l_llVI_IV_--_-_-=--_'ICe"':__--,_; _,tl,,qp4 ll,',,',,t /
s_z I mv I ozK*,.,,_. I o*,z IsnoN "'_'--'_ |
REVXSXONS I,m,z, __1NAS9604
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FOSTER-HILLER, INC.
ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM, HIGH
TEMP. LIFT CLUNAR BASE)
HEAT PUMP
•
"'NONEI'"' F--'---:t"" I 4 " _s
120V L.|ne 435
--1500
_1_1
_1502
--1504
_I.GOS
_I.GOG
_1_7
_lSiO
_ISll
_1512
--1513
--1514
_1515
--1516
_1517
--tSiO
--151g
--1520
--1522
--1527
--1528
--1529
--i530
--1532
--1534
--1535
_1536
--1537
--1538
NSI
AUX
MS2
U
H53
U
NS4
AUX
N55
AU_
: al::
Hs5
ML0(
N57
AUX
wS0
_ I ! IIITI"I'vl PC"I'IATt_ i:_OI_II ....in I,,_.iillllilllil_ ICl_lq_ Ir e '_-'_-:ll IS:,,04 Ic z
i I TITI.! C-._.--" _'T I011 i1# i 011_ till
I _v I OlSClllPVlOa B6Ti |eto
REVISIONS
__i_ I "nN" LIE
C(:]I.I=RE_'_(_:I 2 -0N" L ITI_
_t:A_:_ _ "ON- LIE
CI]4:I:I_'_-_I]:I4 "(:IN" L IT£
CI_4:I:I_r_OR S "QN" LI E
CI:_t4PFllEC_-£Vt6 "131_" L TTIE
Cl_llql:'l:l_c_.l'Tl7 "(IN" LITE
COlqF=1:l_r._4q B "!_1" L II"IE
JmmT_ O_
APPLICATION
mElT &I_T
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FOSTER-NILLER, INC.
ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM, HIGH
TEMP. LIFT (LUNAR BASE)
HEAT PUMP
 0' 33NAS96,,-,O02
"_U'_NnNEI v_na" .'--'-'--_.1 Hi' I 5 =" I _
APPENDIX B
HIGH-LIFT HEAT PUMP CONTROL PROGRAM FLOW CHART
56
Main Program
Start
-- @
Initialize Data
Registers
Call "INIT"
Take Data
Call "READING"
Calculate Suction
Gas Superheat
Call "SUPHC"
Start/Stop Buttons
Pushed?
Call "ST_STP"
Yes Heat Pump
in
Manual?
No
No
No Start
_. Cycle
Yes
Stop
Cycle
4o
) 317-NAS-09614-1
57
No
No
Determine Heat
Pump Mode
Call "HP REQ"
Determine Direct
HX Mode
Call "DIRHX"
Start/Stop or
Adjust Heat Pump
Call "STICTL"
Determine If Second
Stage Required
Call "ST2REQ"
Start/Stop
Second Stage
317-NAS-09614-2
58
PerformOutput
ControlActions
Call"MANUAL"
Yes ResetRetentiveVariables
Call"RESET"
317-NAS-09614-3
59
Subroutine "MANUAL"
Yes
Compressor
Switch
On?
Yes
No Yes
Is
Cl_mpressor
.- Yes
Start I
Compressor I
No
No
Stop
Compressor
No
317-NAS-09614-4
6O
Subroutine "MAN UAL"
No
Output I
High Speed
Signal
Determine If Greater
Speed Required
Call "TURBO"
Initiate 10 Second
Startup Delay Timer
(All Compressors)
No (Stopped)
Initiate 3 minute
Restart Delay Timer
(Individual
Compressor)
No
I OutputLow SpeedSignal
Determine If Greater
Speed Required
Call "LOW'TURB"
41
© 317-NAS-09614-5
6]
Subroutine "MANUAL"
!
Open Stage2 I
Bypass ISolenoid
No
Auto or Manual
Yes
Close DHX I
Solenoid
Open Condenser
Solenoid
No Yes
Close I
Refrigerant
Solenoid
No Yes
Close l
Economizer
Solenoid
No Yes
Close Stage 2
Bypass
Solenoid
Open DHX
Solenoid
Close Condenser
Solenoid
Open
Refrigerant
Solenoid
Open
Economizer
Solenoid
317-NAS-09614-6
62
Subroutine "DIRHX"
I
Reset DHX I
Off I
No
(_ Start
15 Second
Delay
Yes
I Yes
Set DHX IOff
Yes
I '°sec°n°IDelay
Set DHX
On
,._<
I
I Set DHX
t On
No
317-NAS-09614-7
63
Subroutine "HPREQ"
Start
Yes
Is
Heat Pump
On?
No
Direct HX
On?
Yes
Yes
No
Set Heat Pump
Required Off No
Set DHX
Required Off
I '_'°u'eIDelay
Set DHX Required On
Reset Heat Pump
Required Off
_Y
Inlet H20 .,_
1 Minute ]
Delay J
Set Heat Pump
Required On
Reset DXH Required Off
317-NAS-09614-8
64
Subroutine "STICTL"
No
Yes [ Shut Down
Both Stages
Call "HT STP"
_o
is u,°o nI1 st StageCall "STISTP"
I Adjust
Compressor
Call "STIADJ"
Yes
Determine
Starting
Temperature
Call "ST_TEMP"
Yes _l
o
I s'a_I1st StageCall '°STIST"
Start
Both Stages
Call "HOT_ST"
317-NAS-09614-9
65
Subroutine "ST2REQ"
No
No
_ Start _)
No
I_0Secon0JDelay
,l
I Set Second Stage IRequire On
Set Second Stage I
Required Off I
P
No
60 Second
Delay
Set Second Stage JRequired Off
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Subroutine "ST2CTL" Start
,L
No Second Stage
Required
Yes
Is
Second Stage
On?
No
Is
Second Stage
On?
Yes
Yes No
Stop Cycle
or "HOT_STOP"
On?
Yes Yes Hot Start
Cycle
On?
No
Stop Second
Stage
Call "ST2STP"
317-NAS-09614-'11
Start Second
Stage
Call "ST2ST"
Is Economizer
Required?
Call "ECONM"
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Subroutine "STIST"
No
Set Heat Pump
"ON" J
(_ Start
I Set Heat PumpStart On
Set Stage 2
Bypass On
ResetHx DirectOff I
Compressor 1
I 12 SecondDelay
StartCompressor 2
12 Second I
I
Delay I
I StartCompressor 3
Set Capacity
Change On
Set
"HEAT PUMP ON"
Reset I
"HEAT PUMP START"
Off
No
Set Liquid IRefrigerant On
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Subroutine "STISTP" Start
I Set "Heat PumpStop" On
Reset Liquid
Refrigerant
Off
Stop ICompressor 1
Increase I
Compressor 3
to High Speed
!
12 Second I
Delay I
Stop ICompressor 2
No
Reset
"Heat Pump"
Off
Reset
"Start Cycle"
Off
I 15 Second IDelay
Stop
Compressor 3
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Subroutine "STIADJ"
Reset
Heat Pump Max
Off
No
Reset
Heat Pump Min
Off
No
Reset
Low Output
Off
No
Start )
_o
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Se, JHeat Pump Max --On
Set
Heat Pump Min
On
Set
Low Output
On
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Subroutine "STIADJ"
Yes
Is
Heat Pump Max
On ?
No
Yes Is
Low Output
On ?
No
No
Is
> 4.3 psia? f
I_econOID lay
Increase
Comp Capacity
Call "STI_INCR"
No
_Yes
15 Second
Delay
Decrease
Comp Capacity
(_ Call "STI_DECR"
Yes
No
( End ) 317-NAS-09614-15
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Subroutine "ST2ST"
Stop Cycle
. Start
Set "Second Stage
Start" On
I StartCompressor 4
I    econ0IDelay
Start ICompressor 5
I
12 Second I
Delay I
It
Start
Compressor 6
I 12 SecondDelay
I COmpSleasrtsOr7 I
I '2Sec°ndIDelay
Start ICompressor 8
Set Second
Stage On
Reset Second
Stage Start
Off
No
m
Delay
I
Reset Stage 2 I
Bypass Off I
I
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Subroutine "ST2STP"
Set "Second Stage
Stop" On
Set Stage 2
Bypass On
Reset
Economizer Off
Stop ]Compressor 8
,1
2 Second
Delay
Stop
Compressor 7
I 2 SecondD lay
I StopCompressor 6 I
ii
I StopCompressor 5
2 Second
Delay
l StopCompressor 4
No
I
Reset Second
Stage Off
Reset Second
Stage Stop
Off
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Subroutine "ST2ADJ"
Not Used in Program
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Subroutine "STIlNCR" (_ Start _)
Yes
No
Yes
I
No
3: Low
Comp 2: Off
Comp 1' On
No
If
Comp 3:
Comp 2: Off
Comp 1: Off
No
Comp 3 High
/
Comp 3 Low
Start Comp 2 I
Comp 3 High
Yes
/
Comp 3 Low
Comp 1 On /
I Comp 3 High I_
317-NAS-09614-18
End _)._
Set "Capacity
Change" On
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Subroutine"STIDECR" ( Start )
No
Yes
Comp 3 Low
Comp 3: Low
Comp 2: Off
Comp 1" On
Yes
_I Comp 3 High _.Comp 1 Off
3: High
Comp 2: Off
Comp 1: On
Yes
_--] Comp 3 Low
No
317-NAS-09614-19
If
Comp 3: Low Yes [Comp 2: On -_
1: On
/No
• n_ Yes _[
End _
Comp 3 High
Comp 2 Off
Comp 3 Low
!
Set "Capacity
Change" On
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Subroutines "ST21NCR", "ST2DCER"
Not Used in Program
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Subroutine "RESET"
No
(_ Start
_lYes
Reset All
Retentive
Variables to
Startup
Condition
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Subroutine "INIT"
Start )
_r
-_ PLC
Yes
Move Appropriate
Integers into
Registers to Label
Temp, Pressure, Flow,
Compressor Data
317-NAS-09614-21
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Subroutine "READING"
_,. Start .,_
I Take Reading IFrom Input Register
Apply Appropriate ICalibration
Move to
Data Register
No
_ End _)
317-NAS-09614-22
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Subroutine "SUPHT"
Start
I Read SuctionPress re
Select Saturation
Temperature for
That Pressure
I Move to IData Register
I Read Suction IGas Temperature
Subtract 1
Move Difference Ito Regist r
Set Superheat I
Calculation
Delay On
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Subroutine "SUPHC"
(_ Start
_r
Calcuia_on">
Delay (3 sec) J
Calculate
Superheat
Call "SUPHT"
Output Superheat
Signal
Call "SUPHT"
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Subroutine "ST_STP"
No
Set Stop 1 I
On I
Activate
System Restart
Timers (15 min)
(
(
Start
End
)
4[
No
Yes
I Set Start 1 OnReset Stop 1 Off
)
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Subroutine "ECONM"
I,
Start _)
Calculate
Economizer
Pressure
Differential
Delta P
I Move toRegister
I Delay30 sec
Set
Economizer
On
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Subroutine "HOT_STP"
Set Hot_Stop
Sequence On
Reset Liquid
Refrigerant Off
Reset
Economizer Off
I Compressor 3to Max Speed
I StopComp 1t Comp 8
I 2 SecondD lay
I StopCompressor 7
I 2 SecondD lay
I StopCompressor 6
I 2 SecondD lay
I StopCompressor 2
317-NAS-09614-27
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Subroutine "HOT_STP" 0
Yes
I Delay15 S conds
Stop Comp 3
Set
Second Stage
Bypass On
_Yes
30 Second IDelay
I s,°°JCompressor 5
I 2 SecondDelay
Stop ICompressor 4
Reset Heat Pump Off
Reset Second Stage Off
Reset Start 1 Off
Reset HOT_STOP
Sequence Off
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Subroutine "HOT_ST" Start )
Set Hot StartSequence On
4
Set Second StageBypass On
I , StartCompressor 4
l
12 SecondDelay
StartCompressor 5
12 Second
Delay
Start
Compressor 6
No
15 Second
Delay
Reset
Second Stage
Bypass Off
Start
Compressor 1
©
Stop Cycle
On
Yes
317-NAS-09614-2g
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Subroutine "HOT_ST"
Refrigerant
Solenoid On
317-NAS-09614-30
I 12 SecondDelay
I StartCompressor 7
12 Second
Delay
I StartCompressor 8
I 12 SecondDelay
Start
Compressor 2
12 Second I
Delay I
Start
Compressor 3
I Reset Hot Start IS quence OFF
Reset
Heat Pump On
Reset
Second Stage On
Set Capacity
Change Delay
Set
Heat Pump On
Set
Second Stage
On
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Subroutine "ST_TEMP" _- Start
No
Hot Start
Sequence
On?
No
Is
Heat Pump
On?
No
317-NAS-09614-31
_,. ETCS
Water Temp
Yes
Set Second
Stage
Required On
No
Reset Second
Stage
Required Off
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Subroutine "SUPHOUT" Start
No
Read Calculated
Superheat
Move Proportional
Signal to
Output Register
Move Signal 1
for 3°F to
Output Register
317-NAS-09614-32
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Subroutine "TURBO" ( Start )
I
Yes
Reset Turbo 65 I
Off I
J
Set Turbo 65
On
, F
I Reset Turbo 70 IOff
l
Yes
Reset Turbo 75 IOff
J
Set Turbo 70
On
Set Turbo 75
On
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Subroutine "TURBO"
Turbo 75
On?
No
Turbo 70
On?
Turbo 65
On?
No
End
Move Proportional
Signal to
Output Register
Move Proportional
Signal to
Output Register
Move Proportional
Signal to
Output Register
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Subroutine "LOWTURB" _ Start
l
Yes
I Reset Turbo 37Off
I
Yes
I Reset Turbo 45 IOff
I
Yes
I Reset Turbo 52 IOff
J
Set Turbo 37
On
Set Turbo 45
On
Set Turbo 52
On
317-NAS-09614-35
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Subroutine "LOWTURB" ®
Turbo 52
On?
Turbo 45
On?
Turbo 37
On?
End
Move Proportional
Signal to .
Output Register
Move Proportional
Signal to
Output Register
Move Proportional
Signal to
Output Register
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APPENDIX C
PERFORMANCE TEST DATA
95
HIGH-INTERMEDIATE LOAD TEST
96
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